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ABSTRACT

JOHN B FAIRBANKS
THE MAN BEHIND THE CANVAS

rachel cope
department of history
master of arts

A biographical sketch of artist john B fairbanks this thesis primarily probes

fairbanks evolution as an artist from amateur to art missionary to professional artist
fairbanks influenced his cultural surroundings in utah and in the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints his commitment to his career and his impact on others significantly
affected utah and mormon art thus it is important to understand and recognize the full
portrait of john B fairbanks

john B fairbanks born on 27 december 1855 developed an interest in art while
still young until reaching the age of thirty four he often worked as an amateur artist

eager to one day receive professional training although a difficult career path to follow
he maintained his focus on art and hoped for future opportunities in this field
in 1890 fairbanks learned that he along with artists john hafen and lorus pratt
and later edwin evans and herman haag would be subsidized by the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints to study art at the academic julian in paris france in order to
prepare them to paint murals in the salt lake temple As an art missionary fairbanks
developed a more complete understanding of art and embraced the process of becoming
an artist

upon returning to utah from paris fairbanks helped paint murals in the salt lake

temple following this unique privilege he worked as a professional artist during this
phase of his life he had the opportunity to teach various students most importantly his
sons J

leo and avard

in addition fairbanks created several substantial works and

helped influence the cultural environment of the church and the state of utah
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CHAPTER

I1

bfairbanks
A historiographical discussion
JOHN B
FAIRBANKS

unlike many other frontier settlements utah had a strong affinity for the fine
arts

led to the rocky mountains by brigham young

a man who encouraged artistic

cormons
Mormons many of whom had been exposed to
creations and cultural influences the mormons
museums and galleries before migration westward appreciated the aesthetic

2

thus

as

LDS missionaries proselytized in foreign countries and throughout the united states they

encouraged skilled artisans and craftsman who had converted to the church to travel
westward

3

eventually experienced artists migrated to utah territory and assisted in

developing a cultured society

4

other artists such as john B fairbanks 1855 1940

born and raised in the newly settled territory
were bom

vern G swanson et al utah painting and sculpture layton utah gibbs smith
publisher 1997

13

amany
many of the mormon pioneers had been raised in the eastern united states or in
2many
europe As a result some of them had witnessed cultural influences and various forms of
aesthetic beauty such individuals found it difficult to adapt to life in the desert
2

amonte
3monte
monte B degraw A study of representative examples fostered by the mormon
youn
church with an analysis of the aesthetic value of their works MS thesis brigham young
university 1959 2
3

Dan
quart anthon
janquart
examples of artists who migrated to utah are george M ottinger danquart
weggeland alfred lambourne william warner major and CCA christensen
4

2

initially temporal affairs preoccupied the saints and thus individuals sought
occupations that would enable them to secure the basic necessities of food clothing and
shelter

5

with time they completed homes and established businesses aware of the

importance of art brigham young continually encouraged interest in this area

following the improvement of physical comforts throughout the territory immigrant
quart anthon weggeland
artists including george ottinger 1833 1917 and Dan
danquart
janquart
1827 1918 painted scenery for the

salt lake theater later portrait painting

developed as a source of income throughout the territory and the picturesque landscapes

of the rocky mountains and other scenic areas inspired many beautiful works
furthermore as architects designed and constructed church and civic buildings artists
were commissioned to create paintings for these structures

many of the artists who arrived in utah had previously been exposed to a basic
foundation in art history and technique and were acquainted with the works of joshua

reynolds 1723 1792 salvator rosa 1615 1673 and guido reni 1575 1642 as
well as some of the more modern works of

sir edwin landseer

1802 1873

paul

delaroche 1797 1856 and william kaulbach 6 although geographically isolated
especially before the completion of the continental railroad system in 1869 the utah
territory was not completely exempt of outside influences exposure to books newspaper
articles and visiting artists allowed local artists to become somewhat aware of the

5
5saint
saint is a name used for a member of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
vern G swanson et al utah painting and sculpture layton utah gibbs smith publisher

1997

13
6 n
6ibid
bibid
ibid

3

bizon movement of the forties and fifties the realism of the fifties and sixties and
barbazon
Bar
barbizon

impressionism in the seventies and eighties

7

those living in the final decade of the nineteenth century witnessed vast changes
in

utah art in 1888 artists john willard clawson 1858 1936 james taylor harwood

1860 1940 and cyrus E dallin 1861 1944 began studying art in paris
1890

the church of jesus christ of latter

then

in

day saints agreed to send art missionaries

10 lorus pratt 1855 1923 and later edwin
1910
john B fairbanks john hafen 1856 19

evans 1860 1946 and herman haag 1871 1895 to enroll in the academic julian in
paris upon returning home they painted murals in the salt lake temple and created
artwork for the church they also contributed to art education and art organizations in

utah specific sources that relay insights into fairbanks life story will be discussed
throughout this chapter

purpose of this study
john B fairbanks contributed much to utah and mormon art history thanks to his
service as an art missionary in paris france following his training at the academic

julian he helped paint murals in the salt lake temple later he taught art classes
worked as a photographer contributed to art organizations throughout the state served as
the official artist of the benjamin cluff expedition and trained his sons J
1878 1946 and

avard 1897 1987 to become artists

leo

to fully comprehend his

accomplishments it is requisite to understand fairbanks life

aspects of fairbanks career can be found in articles and books that discuss utah
7
bibid
7ibid
ibid

4

and mormon art history and family histories provide brief biographical accounts

yet

even though remnants of his life are scattered throughout such sources one merely gains
a knowledge of surface details about fairbanks it quickly becomes apparent that no

source has thoroughly described the rich life fairbanks lived and thus a more thorough

biographical analysis needs to be written

to make it possible to understand

this artist

this study first examines his developing interest in the artistic profession followed by an
analysis of his paris training and the subsequent impact it had on his art career

historiographical review
while a published academic biography of fairbanks does not exist he did dictate
a short autobiographical account to his wife and his son john B fairbanks

jr wrote

a

portion of his fathers story furthermore an overview of events from fairbanks life are
found in books and articles discussing incidents he participated in such as the paris

art

mission and the benjamin cluff expedition while training in paris fairbanks was
influenced by impressionists and the barbizon
Barbizon school of landscape painters hence
barbazon
material discussing impressionistic art parisian art institutions american art history and
the evolution of art in utah allows this study to place fairbanks in his appropriate sphere

most useful are primary sources that reflect fairbanks personal experiences journals
correspondence notes and artwork provide fundamental details

family histories

to understand

who john fairbanks was one must first consider the history of the

fairbanks family a record of which has been compiled in a book edited by kathryn

5

generations
fairbanks kirk titled the fairbanks family in the west four gene
rations

this text

provides short sketches about different fairbanks family members although detail is

rather limited the book serves as a foundational study for a biography of fairbanks it
not only offers a glimpse into his life story it also contains accounts of his parents
children and grandchildren thus providing crucial details about the individuals who most
influenced fairbanks notwithstanding the benefits of this work it is important to

remember that it has been authored as family history and does not probe into background
issues details and context its main value is the connection it provides between john

fairbanks and his family members
fairbanks second wife florence gifford fairbanks recorded
B

fairbanks

as her husband dictated it to her

viewed in the L

9

the life of john

an unpublished manuscript

it can be

tom perry special collections library in the harold B lee library at

brigham young university or in the archives of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints

this text describes numerous incidents from fairbanks

his infancy and ending with late adulthood

life beginning with

while simple in prose and lacking in an

abundance of background detail the document provides an autobiographical framework
written from the subjects perspective such a viewpoint adds important elements of
insight which will contribute immensely to a biographical study

8

kathryn fairbanks kirk the fairbanks family in the west four generations salt
lake city paragon press 1983
florence gifford fairbanks ed the life of john B fairbanks john B fairbanks
papers and biographies L tom perry special collections harold B lee library brigham
young university provo utah hereafter perry special collections
9

6

john B fairbanks jr authored an additional unpublished biographical sketch
john B fairbanks 1855 1940 patriarch of the worlds largest art dynasty 0 10 written
O

as a family history this work displays the tender admiration of a son for his father

although nostalgic at times it provides essential insights into fairbanks relationships
with others and it contains many useful details about the benjamin cluff expedition as
Fairbank ss life because broad assumptions
well as a simple chronological account of
offairbankss
fairbankss
and generalizations are evident throughout the text they reveal events and ideas that must
be further explored in this work

the

author does not place the subject in the context of

his surroundings and although much of the information he uses is drawn directly from his

fathers journal accounts his study lacks additional sources for example the author
does not consider the letters fairbanks wrote while living in paris thus overlooking the

experiences that molded him into the artist he became nonetheless this manuscript is
crucial to this work and serves as a helpful overview of fairbanks it can be viewed as a
basic starting point for this biographical study

community history
fairbanks must be placed within his surroundings in early utah life his parents
john boylston and sarah fairbanks arrived in the salt lake valley on 6 october 1847
1851 when church leaders asked john boylston to settle
they remained there until 185
1

approximately sixty six miles south of salt lake city in payson utah A history of

utah county by richard neitzel holzapfel a synthesis of events about utah county from

john B fairbanks jr john B fairbanks 1855 1940 patriarch of the worlds largest
art dynasty copy is possession of author spanish fork utah
10

7

its first settlement to the present day

this study allows fairbanks

to be placed in his

payson utah
most helpful is the authors discussion of
ofpayson

geographical environment

after reviewing material about the entire county it is essential to move to
Peteet neet town A history of payson utah by madoline
community history peteetneet
madeline C dixon
creates a helpful overview of the beginnings and development of payson utah the

community in which fairbanks was raised and where he made his first artistic attempts

the fairbanks

12

family is mentioned in this book and incidents relevant to fairbanks life

story can be located therein

the southern states mission
two years following

his marriage to lillie huish fairbanks was called by church

leaders to serve a mission for

the church of jesus christ of latter

southern united states he remained in this capacity for two years

day saints in the

to grasp the

significance and difficulties of his experiences during this time it is important to consider
1898
18751898
heather seferovichs history of the LDS southern states mission 1875

1 l13

this

thesis provides a statistical analysis of the mission as well as a discussion of the
persecution and trials that accompanied missionary work in this area furthermore it
presents an overview of the entire mission during the years fairbanks served there

richard nietzel holzapfel

A

history of utah county salt lake city utah state

historical society 1999
madoline
Peteetneet town A history of payson utah provo utah press
madeline C dixon peteetneet
publishing company 1974
12

heather M seferovich A history of the LDS southern states mission
brigham young university 1994
13

MA thesis

8

art experiences
As a young man fairbanks developed a lasting friendship with artist john hafen

who encouraged him to become an artist and offered advice and support on numerous
occasions the two friends studied and worked together throughout their lives since the
men had interconnected experiences material about hafen inevitably leads to a greater

understanding of fairbanks although it is not an extensive work the thesis A study of
the

life of john hafen artist with an analysis

william lee roy conant jr

and critical review of his work

hafens

discusses essential aspects of
fens life
ofHa
ofhafens
chafens

14

by

this work is

not only valuable as a biographical study because fairbanks and hafen worked together
as colleagues but also because it briefly explains the development of their friendship

thesis also provides an overview of the paris

art mission and other experiences

the

the two

artists shared

although not directly about fairbanks

A

basket of chips an autobiography of

james taylor harwood is another work that describes the life of one of fairbankss
ss
Fairbank
contemporaries

15

like fairbanks harwood studied

in paris and then worked as an artist

on his return to utah in many ways the author explains the frustrations he encountered
as a professional artist and the financial difficulties he experienced

besides displaying

the negative aspects of an art career however the text also allows a reader to see the

personality of an artist and his unique ability to observe beauty when others fail to notice

william lee roy conant A study of the life of john hafen artist with an analysis
and critical review of his work MA thesis brigham young university 1969
14

james taylor harwood A basket of chips an autobiography of james taylor
harwood salt lake city university of utah tanner trust fund 1985
15

9

an important

memoire this work provides a glimpse into the lifestyle of utah artists

paris
in 1890

art mission

the church of jesus christ of latter

day saints sponsored artists john B

fairbanks john hafen and lorus pratt to study at the academic julian in paris france
an institution recognized for its excellent artistic training
as the ecole des beaux

16

although not as prestigious

arts thousands of american artists received training at the

academic julian eventually edwin evans and herman haag joined the art missionaries
at this institution

this opportunity prepared them to paint murals

in the

salt lake

temple

the most extensive

study of this missionary period is found in the book

harvesting the light the paris art mission and the beginnings of utah impressionism
written by linda jones gibbs

17

gibbs begins with a description of
pre paris art in utah
ofpre
offre

thus linking fairbanks experiences to the experiences of other utah artists
then discusses the paris

art mission

the

author

a key event in fairbanks life in addition to

describing the mission gibbs considers impressionism and analyzes the impact of the
paris training on the artists she further explains how their artwork evolved and notes the
improvements in their skill that resulted from their study also dispersed throughout the
book are numerous photographs and paintings that reflect the skills and interests of the

utah artists and allow readers to see the impact of art training on the men the book is

linda jones gibbs harvesting the light the paris art mission and the beginnings of
utah impressionism salt lake city corporation of the president of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints 1987 20 21
16

17

gibbs harvesting the light

10

most helpful because it places fairbanks in context with the other artists and analyzes the

development of his artistic technique

several articles also detail accounts of the paris art mission william C seifrit
wrote letters from paris

hafen to their spouses

18
8

a work based on letters sent by

the article

john B fairbanks and john

contains rich detail about fairbanks experiences as

an art missionary and the background information used in this paper provides insight into

the primary sources available most valuable however is the voice of john B fairbanks

found throughout the text in providing an understanding of fairbanks perspective this
article may be considered one of the most helpful sources however as the primary
sources used by the author are reviewed it becomes apparent that many important details
about fairbankss
ss experiences as an art missionary are yet to be considered
Fairbank

another article about the art mission is john hafen and the art missionaries
martha elizabeth bradley and lowell durham jr

19

this account is also thorough

by

in its

use of primary sources although it focuses almost exclusively on the correspondence of

john hafen nevertheless a few paragraphs near the conclusion consider fairbanks and
the remainder of his art career

another article harvesting the light the 1890 paris art mission by giles H

18
8

william C seifrit letters from paris utah historical quarterly 54 spring 1986

179 202

martha elizabeth bradley and lowell M durham jr
missionaries journal of mormon history 12 1985 90 105
19
9

john hafen and the art

11

florence jr

lacks in detail and primary research

this article is minimal and inaccurate

o
020

for example

the information

about fairbanks in

the author states erroneously that

fairbanks lived his final fifteen years in new york instead fairbanks lived in salt lake

city in the highland park ward not in highland new york as the author indicates
florences use of poorly researched secondary sources and his failure to conduct primary
research are evident in this blunder

parisian

art academies

studying in paris was not unique to the art missionaries it was a common
phenomenon among american artists of the late nineteenth century because of the vast
influx of art students in paris during this time the government institution known as the

ecole des beaux arts reached its capacity
academies for private instruction
organized his first atelier in 1868

21

this prompted

the formation of studios and

aware of the need for art education rodolphe julian

the success of this institution

led to his opening

numerous ateliers for art students throughout the paris area

john fairbanks studied in the Ac
acadamie julian while residing in paris here he
adamie
received exposure to the techniques of professional artists techniques that led to an
improvement in the quality of his artwork explaining the background details about the
nature of art institutions albert boime wrote

20

the academy and french painting

giles H florence jr harvesting the light the 1890 paris art mission

in the

ensign

october 1988 34 41
21

H barbara weinberg

the lure of paris nineteenth century american painters and

beville press publishers
abbeville
their french teachers new york Ab

1991

7

12
22
century22
century
As indicated in the title this book probes into the training artists
nineteenth

could acquire in paris in the 1800s by describing different art institutions analyzing
various forms of art and discussing the art curriculum fairbanks was exposed to all of
these although bolmes
boimes work allows readers to place nineteenth century art students
beimes
such as fairbanks within their educational environment it would have been more helpful

if the author had considered various institutions in detail and highlighted the similarities
and differences between them

to understand the educational and artistic environment to which fairbanks was
exposed while studying in paris it is crucial to review works that further probe into such
topics

centur
centary
the studios of paris the capitol of art in the late nineteenth century

milner is one such book

13
23

by john

the author gives details of parisian art during the era in

which fairbanks received exposure to these influences since milner explains artistic
styles and techniques discusses teachers and institutions and describes the opportunities
to display work in parisian art culture it is possible to capture the essence of fairbanks

training for this study

this monograph provides a more complete view of paris

and its

art during the time john studied there

complimenting the general synthesis of parisian art in Mil
milners
milbers
ners work another
book

the lure of paris nineteenth century
centur
centary american painters and their french

teachers by H barbara weinberg offers a more detailed glimpse of fairbanks
albert boime the academy and french painting in the nineteenth century new
1971 reprint new haven yale university press 1986
haven yale university press 1971
22

john milner the studios of paris the capitol of art in the late nineteenth century
new haven yale university press 1988
23

13

environment

14
24

ners text
milners
milbers
this book is vaguely similar to Mil

but is more narrow in focus

weinberg ties culture and background details about paris art into her study as she
discusses specific teachers and ateliers including those with whom fairbanks became

the most significant information

most familiar

for a study of fairbanks life is found in

the final chapter of the work which focuses completely on the historical and educational

value of the academic julian

for specific details about the academic julian overcoming all obstacles the
women of the academy julian edited by gabriel P weisberg and jane R becker
provides insight

25

although this work is written specifically about the women who

attended the julian it probes into the very nature of the school discusses the institutions
curriculum and describes its formation thus making it possible to place fairbanks within
his correct academic context

articles are another important source of information for this atelier
the academic julian in paris

institution

26

women at

by catherine fehrer contributes to an understanding of this

again although it focuses on the education women received it also

explores the history of the school and general characteristics that defined experiences of
typical art students like fairbanks fehrer wrote another insightful article

new light on

weinberg H barbara the lure of paris nineteenth century
century american painters and
centar
Ab beville 1991
1991
their french painters new york abbeville
24

weisberg gabriel P and jane R becker eds overcoming all obstacles the women
jmie julian new york dahesh
emle
emie
dafesh museum and new brunswick rutgers university
academic
of the Acad
press 1999
25

26
21

136

catherine fehrer women at the academic julian in paris the burlington magazine

1994

752 757

14

the acadmie julian and its founder rodolphe julian

27

focusing specifically on the

founding of the school and the role of julian in its formation the author aptly describes
how the institution affected art students finally M riccardo nobill
bobill authored an article
titled simply

the

academic julian

28

the main value of this

work is its date of

publication 1889 the year before fairbanks began studying in paris although the article
is not analytical it does provide a historical overview and discussion of the academic

julian and its students from a late nineteenth century perspective
evaluations of other american art students are also helpful in understanding
fairbanks experiences an american art student in paris the letters of
ofkenyon
kenyon cox
edited by H wayne morgan delves into the experiences of kenyon cox 1856 1919 as
he studied at the ecole
tcole des beaux arts and the academic julian

29

his letters often

addressed to his mother offer insights into the educational environment and social
atmosphere of the acad6mie
academic julian during the late nineteenth century from this book
one pictures how the activities other art students participated in can help define
similarities and differences between fairbanks experiences and those of other art
students

salt lake temple murals
As noted john fairbanks painted murals in the

salt lake temple after returning

catherine fehrer new light on the academic
abade mie julian and its founder rodolphe
acade
gazette de beaux arts 126 1984 207 216

27
21

julian

28
21

M riccardo nobill
bobill

acad6mie julian cosmopolitan
the academic

H wayne morgan ed
university press 1986
29

the letters of kenyon cox

8 1889

1877 1882

747 752

kent ohio kent state

15

home from paris wallace alan raynor describes the construction of the salt

temple in the everlasting

spires A story of the

salt lake temple

0o
30

lake

although the book

centers on the exterior of the temple it also provides an account of the architectural
design of the edifice and the labor required for its construction unfortunately the author
does not describe the interior decoration fairbanks contributed to as a muralist

thus the

books main value to this biographical study is the context it provides
A historical overview of the earliest temples can be found in

the

mormons
Mormons
early temples of the cormons

the

laurel B andrews

architecture of the kingdom

31

focusing

primarily on the history of the architectural design of temples the author provides
essential details about the exterior development of the salt lake temple as well as a
limited discussion of the interior including a brief account of the temple murals every

stone a sermon by richard neitzel holzapfel also tells the story of the salt lake temple

although it is not an extensive work the author covers many significant ideas and briefly
introduces the contributions of the art missionaries

terry J OB
riens masters thesis A study of the effect of color in the utah
obriens
temple murals

analyzes the artwork displayed in several of the early utah temples

the historical background

32

found in this work is rather narrow in scope but the discussion

wallace alan raynor the everlasting spires
lake city deseret book 1965
311
30

3laurel
laurei
laurel B andrews the early temples
flaurel
31

A story of the

cormons
Mormons
of the mormons

salt lake temple salt

the architecture

of the

millennial kingdom in the american west albany state university of new york press 1975
32

terry J obrien

thesis brigham young

A study of the
university 1968

effect of color in the utah temple murals

MA

16

of the technique and color in the murals reveals their design

obrien

suggests that the

artists used specific colors and shades to create certain moods and he provides details
about each of the murals as well as a table that indicates which colors the artists used in
each room

an understanding of this material indicates the extent of training

in paris

additionally the house of the lord by james E talmage is crucial for one seeking to
comprehend the nature and purpose of the salt lake temple murals

33

while this detailed

book chiefly contains a historical and theological analysis of temples chapters on the
interior and exterior design of the salt lake temple are also included most important it
is here that one reads physical descriptions of the murals that decorate the stately walls of

the sacred edifice these descriptions are detailed in such a way that readers can visualize
the pastoral scenes fairbanks helped paint

this book also contains several pictures of

the temple including the world room where fairbanks did the majority of his mural

work

mormon

art

besides painting murals in the temple fairbanks also created works that
decorated buildings throughout utah particularly mormon structures recognizing the
skills of various mormon artists richard G oman and robert
of faith

art of the latter

day saints

34

0

davis authored images

in addition to the numerous pictures displayed

throughout the text the authors also incorporate an analysis of arts impact on

31
33

james edward talmage the house of the lord
and modern salt lake city deseret book 1974

A study of

the

holy sanctuaries ancient

richard G oman and robert 0 davis images of faith art of the latter day saints
salt lake city deseret book 1995
34

17

church of jesus christ of latter day saints john B fairbanks and his sons J leo and

avard are included in this framework the authors indicate that the salt lake temple
murals served as fairbanks most important contribution

since art has had a definite impact on mormon culture and fairbanks played a
role in this realm it is important to review works that discuss the development of

mormon art

A study of representative examples of art

mormon church with

works fostered by the

an analysis of the aesthetic value of these works

by monte B

degraw defines specific traits of mormon art ultimately explaining that the different
examples reflect historical glorification and depict moral codes and scriptural teachings

35

degrass
DeG raws discussion and analysis of
most significant for one studying fairbanks is degraws
temple murals particularly the salt lake temple another work that probes into

mormon art is culture and the american frontier in mormon utah 1850
1896
18501896

16
36

in

this lengthy dissertation arthur bassett probes the cultural and intellectual foundations of

mormon art during the territorial period and devotes an entire chapter to art and
architecture while his sole focus is not fairbanks and his colleagues he discusses the art
mission most significantly the author explains that mormon artists living during this era

monte B degraw A study of the representative examples of art works fostered by
MS thesis
the mormon church with an analysis of the aesthetic value of these works
brigham young university 1959
35

36

phd

as sett culture and the american frontier in mormon utah 18501896
1850 1896
assett
arthur B
bassettculture

dissertation syracuse university 1975

18

stretched beyond their personal limitations and sought means to obtain new artistic skills

temporal missions
before the economic and cultural establishment of utah church members
occasionally served temporal missions to develop the financial aesthetic and educational
foundation of the church while several missions focused on manufacturing goods
lacking in utah society the paris

art mission emphasized the creation of beautiful

art

yet despite differences each of the unique missions developed skills and resources
lacking in an isolated territory hence articles relating to a variety of mission calls such
as the paper mission and the gold rush mission allow readers to evaluate the types of

calls and to compare and contrast them with a mission seeking the refinement of artistic

abilities richard saunders wrote

rags rags rags

beginnings of the paper

1849 58 and eugene edward campbell explained
industry in the salt lake valley 184958

financial matters in his article

the

mormon gold mining mission of 1849

37

although

only a small sampling of work reflective of the missions that enabled people to establish
economic strength or develop new skills the articles reflect the desire to refine abilities
and become self sufficient

the paris art mission

is similar to these calls because it was

not an ordinary proselytizing mission

utah art history
in a study of fairbanks life it is also necessary to consider information that

reflects utah art history vern G swanson robert S olpin and william C seifrit co

rags
beginning of the paper industry in the salt
jagst
richard saunders rags rags ragst
lake valley 1849 1850 utah historical quarterly 62 1994 42 52 eugene edward
campbell the mormon gold mining mission of 1849 BYU studies 19 1959 1960 19 311
37
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authored utah painting and sculpture

utahs

38

this book reflects the diversity and quality of

artistic creations and traces the progress and evolution of the utah art traditions of

painting and sculpture from pioneer origins to contemporary practices naturally the
information concerning the era of the paris

art mission

and john B fairbanks life is

most useful to this work however the value of the book extends beyond a specific time
frame encompassing utah art from its inception to its current trends

this broad

analysis

allows fairbanks to be placed within his environment and makes it possible to
understand what preceded and followed him
799
swanson olpin and seifrit also wrote artists of
utah
ofutah

this book provides brief

biographical sketches of artists from the utah area each section is followed by a chapter
that discusses the people involved in art and their contributions throughout their careers

although this book is a general study of utah art history it does allow readers to learn
about and understand artists and their influences olpin and swanson in conjunction
with donna poulton and janie rogers wrote a third book utah

40
artists40
art utah artists
this

text not only provides a very brief overview of utah art it also includes a vast array of art
examples

this enables readers to review and compare fairbanks works with that of his

colleagues

one hundred years of utah painting by james L haseltine serves as a textual

38

vern G swanson et al utah painting and sculpture salt lake city gibbs smith

publisher 1997

2001

399

vern G swanson et al artists of utah salt lake city gibbs smith publisher 1991

40
41

vern G swanson et al utah art utah artists salt lake city gibbs smith publisher
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basis for numerous paintings and biographical accounts of several influential artists 41 it
is helpful for those seeking a basic summary of utah art

and since the book lacks

specific detail it is wise to consider the more recent works of swanson olpin and seifrit

horne provides brief
another work devotees and their shrines by alice merrill home
biographical sketches of different utah artists

42

her analysis of fairbanks although

minimal in length is very insightful as it explains how he influenced his sons

even though fairbanks is not included in A circumspection of ten formulators
of early utah art history by thomas A leek his colleagues including john hafen
are

43

in this thesis the author begins with a brief overview of utah art history followed

ten significant utah painters and sculptors reading about
by a discussion and analysis of
often

their experiences helps one gain a further understanding of fairbanks through
ize his contributions and
comprehending his surroundings it becomes easier to contextualize
contextual
experiences

benjamin cluff expedition
A decade following the paris

art mission john fairbanks received another

unique type of mission call that related to his artistic training in 1900 benjamin cluff

president of brigham young academy received permission to search for zarahemla
Zarahemla a

41

james L haseltine 100 years of utah painting salt lake city salt lake art center

inc 1965
42

alice merrill horne
home devotees and their shrines
city the deseret news 1914

A

hand book of utah art salt lake

thomas A leek A circumspection of ten formulators of early utah art
1961
1961
thesis brigham young university iggi
43

MA
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city mentioned in the book of mormon several men were chosen to accompany him on
this journey fairbanks served as photographer and artist for the cluff expedition

despite fairbanks connection to the expedition little work has been done to recount his
role yet fairbanks as well as others involved in the trip kept extensive journal accounts
that would allow the story to be retold in their book brigham young university A

school of destiny ernest L wilkinson and W cleon skousen devote a portion of one
chapter to a discussion of the cluff expedition

44

the account provides

a general outline

of the expedition and those involved with brief reference to fairbanks experiences A
more detailed account of the event is found in brigham young university the

hundred years edited by ernest L wilkinson

45

first one

A chapter in this book probes into some

of the larger issues involving the trip and relies on some of their journals including
fairbanks to tell the story
mormon history

when studying the life of john B fairbanks one must also understand the
dominant influence of the church jesus christ of latter day saints besides affecting
his faith values and quality of life it also encouraged him to pursue an art career and

then used his work in temples and other buildings church leaders set fairbanks apart as
an art missionary in 1890 a time that

thomas alexander has defined as an evolutionary

period for the church see mormonism in transition A history of the latter day saints

44

ernest lwilkinson
sity
university
LWi lkinson and W cleon skousen brigham young Univer
universia
universit
destiny provo utah brigham young university press 1976

A

school of

ernest LWi
lkinson ed brigham young university the first one hundred years 4
lwilkinson
vols provo utah brigham young university press 1975
45
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1890 1930
18901930

46

alexander argues that during this period temporal matters were separated

from spiritual matters and church programs developed into more structured
organizations while the text does not discuss art and fairbanks influence specifically
nor does it include detailed analysis of the salt lake temple it does explain the ideas and
changes that impacted him hence the book creates a religious context in which the life

of fairbanks can be better understood although alexanders thorough research and
complex analysis provides the background necessary to understand mormon society at
this time it is also important to consider the story of the latter day saints by glen
17
47
james
B
leonard and
alien this book clarifies issues surrounding the innovations and
ailen
allen

growth of the mormon church throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries

american art history
beginning in the late nineteenth century and extending through the early decades

of the twentieth century american artists diversified their techniques by studying in
europe particularly in paris they adapted artistic skills that later evolved to fit the
american environment and experience hence many artists during this era moved
beyond realism and embraced impressionism and modernism in the late 1890s ten men
who had been trained in these institutions withdrew from the society of american artists
and united in an effort to implement new styles in american art such as impressionism

46

thomas G alexander mormonism in transition A history of the latter day saints
1890 1930 urbana illinois university of illinois press 1986 reprint urbana illinois
university of illinois press 1996
james B alien
ailen and glen M leonard the story of the latter day saints salt lake
allen
city deseret book 1976 reprint salt lake city deseret book 1992
47
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when reviewing such details it is helpful to begin with the simple book the ten by
patricia jobe pierce

48

the main value of this book to a biographical

study of fairbanks

is the brief overview of the history of the academic julian that is provided in the first

chapter of the work additional details about the institution are available in the
biographical accounts of some of the ten scattered throughout pierces work hence it
becomes possible to understand a typical day at the school and to recreate the

environment that fairbanks engaged himself in

when studying an artist it is also important to understand the evolution of artistic
trends and the styles that preceded and followed one another in the shock of the new

robert hughes analyzes the changes in art that have occurred from 1880 to the present

499

his text rich in detail and thorough in explanation adds to an understanding of why
fairbanks artistic style evolved
new muses art in american culture 1865
1920 by H wayne morgan further
18651920
places art in the context of american culture and discusses some of the transitional
periods it underwent

50

rather than focusing on specific artists and paintings the author

delves into larger issues such as the manner in which americans received analyzed and
debated art in this time period most significant to this work the author discusses the
emergence of impressionism and modernism in american culture

ten concord runford press

48

patricia jobe pierce the

499

1991
199
robert hughes the shock of the new new york alfred A knopf iggi

1976
1

H wayne morgan new muses in american culture 1865 1920 norman university
of oklahoma press 1978
50
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since fairbanks was influenced by the impressionist painters it is necessary to
review the history of impressionism although it originated in europe impressionism
spread to america william H gerdts describes this artistic style in his book american
A professor of art history gerdts intertwines the historical value of

impressionism

pieces of art with an evaluation of the quality of the artists work while discussing the

dominant art styles of specific periods the author also includes detailed accounts of
information relating to the artists and academies to which fairbanks became exposed

thus the book becomes fundamental

to understanding american art at the time of his

works of american
masterworks
story also authored by gerdts is the monogram Master

impressionism which contains some historical accounts of impressionism but is mainly a
collection of art

52

although less descriptive than the authors other work the extensive

array of prints allows readers to understand the significance of impressionism in

american culture one can gain an appreciation for early american art through this book
recognizing that utah art was influenced by these styles in addition many of the artists

depicted in these books received training at the academic julian

primary sources

an immense amount of primary material relating to the life of john B fairbanks
is also available

letters journals certificates notes paintings important documents and

other valuable items can be located since the information contained in these sources has

51

Ab beville press 1984
william H gerdts american impressionism new york abbeville

Master works of
william H gerdts masterworks
american impressionism new york thyssen
ofamerican
1991
1991
bornemisza foundation iggi
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not been used by scholars to discuss fairbanks life they provide the basic structure of
this work

the john B fairbanks collection

L

tom perry special collections library

harold B lee library brigham young university contains journals letters important
documents and biographical sketches

553

fairbanks kept extensive journal accounts

during certain periods of his life these fourteen journals are located at brigham young

university in his journals fairbanks reports events from his missions in the southern

united states and in central america although many of the entries are limited in length
they enable readers to understand his daily activities as well as his personality and
fascination with art fairbanks placed particular emphasis on the

cluff expedition

a time

of great trial and hardship in his life these entries reflect his personality and the
numerous incidents he recorded become invaluable to his story

due to fairbanks limited account of the paris art mission is his journal one
must rely on the detailed letters he wrote to his wife while serving in paris copies of
ville museum of art and
springville
these are located in the special collections library in the Spring
the archives of the

church of jesus christ of latter day saints

54

throughout this

correspondence he includes his feelings about art describes his schedule and daily
activities relates his progress as an art student and notes cultural experiences and his

john B fairbanks diary of john B fairbanks 1855 1940 perry special collections
john B fairbanks papers and biographies 1891 1937 perry special collections john B
fairbanks diaries 1877 1914 perry special collections
53

john B fairbanks john B fairbanks collection special collections springville
Springville
museum of art library springville
Springville utah
54
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surroundings readers not only learn significant details about his mission they also learn

of his nature

while studying in paris fairbanks received letters from his wife and church
leaders

the correspondence

with his wife provides insights about his family while he

was away and demonstrates the strong relationship they shared letters from church

leaders commend fairbanks for his faith and express confidence in his ability as an artist
and as a church member finally notes from friends demonstrate the loyal relationships
he cultivated

such information contributes much to an understanding of his personality

fairbanks also kept notes about art history and techniques

55

he outlined

the

names of artists and works he admired discussed the different attributes of art in various
nations and expressed his view of aesthetic beauty his interest in art history reflects his
desire to know and understand his profession fairbanks understood the importance of
education and believed that through constant study and persistent faith he could reach his

potential his determination is reflected in his attempts to understand great works of the
past as well as artistic techniques current at the time he lived

the john hafen collection

located in the L

tom perry special collections

library harold B lee library brigham young university contains insightful letters
hafen wrote to his wife during the art mission as well as journal accounts and other

55

john B fairbanks john B fairbanks collection perry special collections
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documents

16
56

chafens correspondences
hafens

is an important source for he records many

incidents in which fairbanks participated and adds variety and depth to the information
found in his letters hafen was not only gifted with a pallet and brush he also had an
ability to express his feelings and describe experiences even as a writer he painted
beautiful scenes
the paris

thus the information found

in this collection adds useful details about

art mission

another crucial source for this story is an oral interview with avard fairbanks
conducted by his son eugene fairbanks transcripts in possession of the author

17
57

before

recounting events from his own life avard discusses his fathers past as an art

missionary although only a few pages long this account provides important details and
poses further aspects of a biographical study after discussing the

art mission avard

moves on to describe his own life yet many of these events explain john B fairbanks
later years and his continual involvement in the art world and his influence on his young
sons

finally viewing fairbanks artwork is fundamental to creating an accurate
perception of his life and works

58s

these paintings mainly landscapes reflect the stylistic

changes he underwent while training in paris impressionism is sometimes evident and

john hafen papers correspondence and memorabilia 1879 1918 perry special
collections
56

avard T fairbanks interview by eugene fairbanks tape recording 27 july 1980
typescript in possession of author
17
57

ville museum of
springville
sprmgville
located in the brigham young university museum of art the Spring
art the LDS church history and art museum and the fairbanks family collection
58
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thus his improvement over time cannot be denied fairbanks harvest scenes reflect his
surroundings as well as his simple message of abundance and progress other paintings
suggest survival and self contained efficiency

599

the subjects

he painted reflect his

experiences

contributions of this thesis
since no scholar has ever undertaken a biographical study of john B fairbanks
this work will outline the course of his life with particular emphasis on the artistic
developments that influenced his work and led to his contributions to his chosen field

although artistic interest did not serve as the only aspect of his character it did influence
his very nature and leads to a greater understanding of who he was
As can be concluded from this chapter there is an obvious lack of specific

historiographical material on fairbanks life even those sources which evaluate events
he became involved in such as the paris

art mission

tend to place greater emphasis on

artists other than on fairbanks thus making fairbanks a part of the mission rather than
viewing the mission as a portion of fairbanks life since studies that include him in their
analysis are limited in scope and biographical studies of him have been written only as
family histories it is necessary to produce a work that acknowledges who he was and
how he contributed to the field of art A complete portrait of fairbanks rather than an

unfinished sketch will contribute much to utah and mormon history just as a painting
cannot be understood in a single glance an artist cannot be described by a sole event

9

9gibbs
gibbs 45
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insights about his life will be new and valuable by placing him within his historical

context and understanding the environment in which he was raised studied and lived it
becomes possible to see more than the silhouette of a man As the numerous facets of his
life are compiled and analyzed the minute details that define who he was will become

apparent

content of this thesis
it is important to understand that the sole focus of this work is not artistic analysis
but rather a discussion of john B fairbanks life with particular emphasis on his artistic
career certainly each role he played and each event he participated in reflected his
artistic interest and love of the aesthetic yet even though artistic analysis is needed to
enhance the story of this artist it will not overshadow the biographical aspects of this
work instead the numerous conditions that led to john B fairbanks becoming an artist
and his succeeding contributions will be explored and his character will be analyzed in

connection to his training

although developing a career in art seemed difficult in a small utah farming
community fairbanks had the determination and the foresight to do what many others
would not attempt he allowed his paintbrush to become the means through which he
stood on the forefront of cultural and artistic development in utah quiet and humble yet

determined and strong john took the road less traveled
difference

0
60

and that

made all the

60

robert frost the road not taken as cited in the road not taken and other poems
new york dover publications 1993 P I1
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CHAPTER 2
FROM TRACING TO SKETCHING
THE EARLY LIFE OF JOHN B FAIRBANKS

As a young man john B fairbanks became acquainted with budding artist john

chafens ability to paint he sat for hours each day and admired his
hafen intrigued by hafens

friends work on one occasion fairbanks felt inspired to emulate chafens
hafens artistic
example he recalled hafen was at work on a painting and he had one on the wall a
thrill went through my body from my head to the very ends of my fingers and toes 1I was
charmed 1I dont know what 1I said nor what 1I did but 1I know 1I shall never forget my
feeling

61

foreshadowed
foreshadower
this simple epiphany fore
shadowed fairbanks future career

to truly understand fairbanks

one must consider the process by which he became

an artist followed by an analysis of some of his artistic contributions

careful research

reveals that his progress as an artist can be viewed in three interconnected phases his

john B fairbanks
perry special collections 2
61

the art career of john B fairbanks papers and biographies
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developing interest in art coupled with a desire to pursue it as a profession undergoing
intense artistic training in paris which allowed him to gain an understanding of what an
artist truly is and pursuing a focused and professional art career

although the paris art mission had the most profound impact on the development
of fairbanks artistic abilities his family cultural interests religion marriage and
friendships contributed to the mosaic that ultimately composed his artistic nature and led
to the possibilities of paris training

thus before considering fairbanks art career it is

essential to understand how his pre paris experiences ignited his interest in art and became
the basic foundation of who he was and what he would become
A

the present is best explained

link to the past

through the past and fairbanks past opens

windows of insight into his life for his development as an artist is inextricably linked to
the conversion of his parents john boylston and sarah van wagoner fairbanks to

the

church of jesus christ of latter day saints although he entered the world eight years
ols to the salt
ois
illinois
following their exodus from nauvoo Dlin

lake valley this migration

westward profoundly affected his life it not only influenced where he lived it also
enabled him to cultivate friendships with artists such as john hafen molded his view of
the world and shaped and transformed his interest in aesthetic values

his love for his

physical environment impacted his future work as a landscape artist the majestic
mountains and the endless fields of golden grain he learned to love at a tender age
motivated him to paint harvest scenes as an adult most important

the church of jesus

christ impacted fairbanks art career because it sponsored him as an art missionary

32

asked him to paint murals in temples requested his work for church buildings and
employed him to teach in educational institutions in many ways the early decisions of
his parents particularly their decision to join the church ultimately determined his career
as a native born

utah artist 62
john boylston and sarah van wagoner fairbanks

on

an early spring day in 1817 joseph and polly

white fairbanks of queensbury

new york welcomed john boylston fairbanks into the world 6361 john boylstons
Boyls tons birth
occurred during a period of extensive spiritual re
birth as well as during a season of
rebirth
topographical rebirth because many americans at this time participated in religious
revivals and intense theological questioning this era became known as the second great

awakening the surge of religious change that enveloped the country allowed common
people to become preachers citizens of every social rank immersed themselves in their

evolving religious atmosphere while it is impossible to know if the fairbanks family
attended religious revivals it is certain that they eventually participated in events referred

john B fairbanks jr john B fairbanks patriarch of the worlds largest art
dynasty 1 even the early utah artists who were primarily raised in utah had entered the
territory as immigrants according to his son john fairbanks was the first artist born in this
62
12

area
13
63

john boylston fairbanks was born on 28 april 1817

33

to as a democratization of american christianity by historian nathan

hatch 64 only three

years following the birth of john boylston fourteen year old joseph smith

jr entered

a

grove of trees on the morning of a beautiful clear day near his home in palmyra new

york and there received his first vision

65

the results of this event ultimately impacted

and altered how the fairbanks family lived and even fifty years later affected fairbanks

artistic associations and training and not long after smith reported that he would not

compton
Pom pton new jersey to
join any established church sarah van wagoner was born at pompton
halmagh john and mary van houten van wagoner the fairbanks family eventually
settled in meads basin new jersey

66

about the time they moved to this location smith

organized a new religion in fayette new york later known as

the church of jesus

nathan 0 hatch the democratization of american christianity new haven yale
university press 1989 hatch argues that religious leaders who emerged in the early nineteenth
64

century were no longer trained theologians rather common uneducated lay persons became
church leaders thus religious organizations appealed to a broad and often an uneducated
audience
voi
vol1I1 salt
vola
joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints vol
14 salt lake city the
lake city deseret book 1949 reprint 1976 joseph smith history 1114
1981 after
corporation of the president of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1981
being exposed to religious revivals young joseph smith jr questioned which church contained
the true gospel of jesus christ after careful reflection and study he read james 15 heeding
the counsel found in this scripture joseph determined to ask god the question that perplexed his
soul early one spring morning he sought his answer by praying in a grove of trees located near
his home in palmyra new york here he saw god the father and his son jesus christ after
asking which church to become a member of he was told to join none of them see joseph
smith history 1111 20
65

I 1I july 1822 katherine fairbanks kirk ed the
sarah van wagoner was born on 111
fairbanks family in the west four generations salt lake city paragon press 1983 135
16
66
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christ of latter day saints

67

introduction to mormonism

almost immediately smith sent missionaries to proclaim the restored gospel and
within a decade of the churche
churchs organization mormon leaders sent john leach to serve as
a missionary in

new jersey 68 while preaching in this area leach became acquainted

with john boylston after teaching john boylston the doctrines of the church elder

leach baptized him on

16

march 1843 this same missionary aided in the conversion of

the van wagoner family the following year 69 while attending church john boylston

became acquainted with sarah van wagoner they began courting and on the 31 august

the church of jesus christ of latter day saints was officially organized on 6 april
following the organization of the church it became known as the church of christ
67

1830
cormons
Mormo nites
Mor mons or mormonites
by 1834 people mockingly referred to church members as mormons
drawing this name from the book of mormon during that same year a church council decided
830s the title church of the
that latter day saints was a better alternative but by the mid- i 1830s
latter day saints was commonly used then in 1838 a revelation specified that the official
name of the church would be the church of jesus christ of latter day saints see d&c
1154 arnold K garr et al eds encyclopedia of latter day saint history salt lake city
deseret book company 2000 206

dac

61
68

john leach was a member of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints from
pilling lane lancashire england he served as a missionary in new jersey and was
instrumental in establishing a branch of the church in little falls and meads basin new jersey
see times and seasons 4 november 1842 november 1843 286 287 shortly following the
organization of the church the prophet joseph smith gave his brother samuel several copies of
the newly printed book of mormon and asked him to share the message of the restoration with
others thus samuel became the first mormon missionary shortly thereafter joseph called
four other missionaries oliver cowdery peter whitmer parley P pratt and ziba peterson to
nites the Lamanites
preach to the Lama
lamanites
lamanites are a group of people in the book of mormon members
of the church believe that many native americans are descendants of these book of mormon
people and often refer to them as Lamanites
lamanites by the end of 1830 two hundred eighty converts
had been baptized into the church following this event the number of missionaries increased
and missionary work became a fundamental aspect of mormonism
699

the van wagoner family was baptized

on 4 february 1844

35

1844 john married sarah in a ceremony performed by elder

leach

nauvoo
persecution is a defining factor in the early history of mormonism from new

york to ohio to missouri enemies of the church forced the saints to flee in search of
new homes eventually mormon refugees moved from missouri to quincy illinois and
then to commerce illinois later named nauvoo

industrious cooperative and

determined the saints enthusiastically constructed the thriving city of nauvoo

eventually the population of the city beautiful exceeded the population of illinois
major cities

o
070

mormons also strengthened
in addition to establishing this grand city the cormons

their religious organization by 1841 construction on the nauvoo temple had begun

despite the saints success as they established their city previous patterns of
persecution recurred on 27 june 1844 a ruthless mob murdered joseph and his brother

hyrum in carthage illinois

71

mormon enemies hoped the demise of the prophet would

lead to the churche
churchs ultimate destruction yet construction on the nauvoo temple

continued and faith remained strong the church did not die

shortly following smiths death john and sarah fairbanks along with several
family members decided to join the mormon population in nauvoo after packing their
belongings they left their home in new jersey and reached their destination on

1

joseph smith informed church members that nauvoo was hebrew for city
beautiful glen leonard nauvoo A place of peace A people of promise salt lake city
deseret book and brigham young university press 2002 245
70

brigham young the senior member of the quorum of the twelve apostles of the
church at this time led the mormon people west and was eventually sustained as prophet on 27
december 1847
71
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november 1844 john boylston then worked as a stonecutter on the nauvoo temple

72

fifty years following john Boyls
boylstons
tons contributions to the magnificent edifice in
nauvoo his son john also had the opportunity to help beautify a temple sharing
similar values of faith and sacrifice father and son considered it a privilege to help
Boyls tons example influenced his sons
construct and decorate temples of god john boylstons
desires

73

although orson hyde and wilford woodruff did not officially dedicate the
nauvoo temple until

1I

may 1846 the attic rooms were dedicated on 30 november 1845

so the sacred ordinance of the endowment could begin

74
14

one historian explains that the

attic chamber was divided with canvas partitions for the various sacred departments of
the endowment ceremony

15
75

shortly thereafter the administration of the endowment

began occurring in a completely furnished space in the attic council chamber of the

limestone existed in abundance not far from the nauvoo temple site see leonard
nauvoo 245 funding for the temple came from the tithes of church members but they helped
pay with labor and materials as well as money historian glen leonard noted the following
this vast construction project depended mostly upon two sets of trades first the stonecutters
72

and stonemasons responsible for the limestone walls and second the sawyers woodworkers and
carpenters who built the interior framework and did the finish work see leonard nauvoo 249
73

currently one of john B fairbanks paintings is located in the rebuilt nauvoo temple

hyde and woodruff served in the quorum of the twelve apostles of the church
after construction is completed temples of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints are
dedicated as houses of god only spiritually and morally worthy members of the church are
74
14

allowed to enter a temple following its dedication the first endowment in this dispensation was
received on wednesday and thursday 4 and 5 may 1842 and included joseph smith and nine
other church leaders ordinance work in the nauvoo temple began on 10 december 1845 the
ordinance work continued until 7 february 1846 three days after the exodus west began see
leonard nauvoo 259 and 261 leonard nauvoo 253
75

leonard nauvoo 254
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temple

71
76

on 21 january

1846 john boylston and sarah fairbanks participated in the

ordinance of the endowment

two

77
sealing77
days later they received the sealing ordinance of

marriage for time and eternity

joseph smiths martrydom did not stifle the hatred many individuals in illinois
had for the mormon people As early as october 1845 citizens of hancock county
offered the saints two options they must leave nauvoo the following spring or be
destroyed

78

fearful of intense opposition against the saints threats against his own life

and rumors of an advancing US army that had supposedly been sent to fight against the

mormon people brigham young understood the inevitability of westward migration

thus

79
71

he pushed for the completion of the temple and prepared the saints for their epic

journey only sixteen months following the murder of the prophet joseph brigham

young began leading the mormon people west
it would have been impossible for every mormon family to depart from nauvoo
in the initial company led by charles shumway because of this those who remained in

the city continued to prepare for their journey moving as health provisions and teams

776

the endowment is a sacred ordinance

that takes place in the temple approximately
2611
5000 saints were endowed in the nauvoo temple leonard nauvoo 26

mormons believe that temple sea
cormons
dealings
sealings
lings unite families for eternity the sealing of
couples in eternal marriage was introduced by joseph smith in may 1843 before the nauvoo
temple was completed the first temple marriage occurred on I1 january 1846 between 7
january and 5 february 1846 several new marriages took place and many married couples were
sealed so their marriage became an eternal commitment see leonard nauvoo 262
77

78

richard E bennett
city deseret book 1997 6
79
79bennett
bennett 3

well find the place the mormon exodus

1846 1848 salt

lake

38

permitted

80

while waiting to continue westward the saints who had departed from

nauvoo settled in winter quarters nebraska john boylston and sarah fairbanks as
well as several family members left nauvoo on 25 april 1846 and set up a tent in iowa

territory that same day

81

shortly thereafter they too established their residence in winter

quarters

cormons experienced deprivation disease
while living in winter quarters the mormons
inadequate medical treatment hunger malnutrition and even death caring for an

expectant wife as well as elderly parents and in laws john boylston worked constantly
performing most duties alone his journal entries usually consisting of a single sentence
often incomplete and sometimes conveying little more than a few sparse words

nevertheless describe his daily routine at this time he recorded many of the tasks he
performed including construction projects hauling wood cleaning cultivating and
planting crops and visiting and offering blessings to the sick As his journal entries are
processed it quickly becomes evident that physical labor composed his existence at this
time john boylston worked

and he did very little more

despite the trials the fairbankss
ss experienced in nebraska happiness enveloped
Fairbank
the family on 27 november 1846 when sarah gave birth to a beautiful daughter named

harriet yet tragedy quickly followed with the death of both of sarahs parents and john
Boyls
boylstons
tons father as well as the tiny infant when reflecting on the harsh winter endured

80

bennett 32

john boylston fairbanks diary april 1846 john boylston fairbanks collection
special collections marriot library university of utah salt lake city utah
81

39
in

winter quarters it seems appropriate that avard fairbanks grandson of john boylston

and sarah van wagoner and son of john B fairbanks later created the tender sculpture

tragedy at winter quarters on the site of the pioneer mormon cemetery to honor those

to avard

who passed away during the exodus

he felt deeply the intense emotion of this event

this statue was more than a work of art

thus he carefully depicted experiences

his ancestors had endured and suffered while living in this extreme environment

82

the journey west
cormons heeded the counsel of brigham
As the summer of 1847 approached the mormons
young by preparing to continue west 83 church leaders organized the saints into groups
that traveled together as they embarked on the journey with captains of hundreds
captains of fifties and captains of tens with a president and his two counselors at their
head under the direction of the twelve apostles

84

on

17

june 1847 the fairbanks

family left winter quarters john boylston became the captain of the fourth ten of the
second fifty of the third hundred with willard snow as captain of the fifty and jedediah
M grant serving as captain of the hundred

82
12

vkirk fairbanks family in the west

85

140

january 1847 brigham young leader of the quorum of the twelve apostles
received a revelation which explained the organization of the camp of israel and the journey
west see doctrine and covenants 136 journal history of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints 14 january 1847 harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah
hereafter journal history
83

on

84

doctrine and covenants 1363

14

jedediah A grant was one of the twelve apostles of the church andrew jenson
latter day saint biographical encyclopedia A compilation of biographical sketches of
prominent men and women in the church of jesus christ of latter day saints vol 2 salt lake
85
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naturally the saints stored practical goods in their covered wagons As a result
little space could be found for family heirlooms and personal treasures yet such
conditions did not stop artistic items from being transported to utah in the mass exodus
for many saints understood and appreciated the value of art because of this they

brought choice musical instruments

beautiful dishes of rare design pottery and

paintings and pieces of sculpture as well as other kinds of objects of artistic worth

886

sarah fairbanks a woman who later gave birth to artist john B fairbanks included
valued prints in her wagon

to transport such items in a journey that eliminated

many

fundamental items indicates the extent to which she valued art she did not view
paintings as a frivolity but rather as a necessity

thus this woman proved

to be an

excellent mother for a future artist as her personal feelings about art cultivated and
encouraged her sons views about aesthetic beauty had sarah considered art
unnecessary her son might have shared a similar attitude and might never have pursued
his artistic goals

for three and one half months john boylston

and sarah fairbanks walked from

nebraska to the salt lake valley by the end of their journey they trudged across the
rugged slopes and deep terrain of the rocky mountains perhaps even crossing points

their unborn son would one day capture on canvas although an arduous and physically
taxing activity they pressed forward arriving in the salt lake valley on 6 october 1847

lacking provisions they endured hunger cold and fatigue historian andrew jensen

city andrew jenson history company reprint salt lake city western epics
81
86

gen
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jr living

the
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gospel salt lake city deseret news press 1956 205
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noted that their first home in salt lake city was a covered wagon box the front end gate
having been removed and a piece of carpet hung up for a door at the rear was the bed
under which were the trunks in front was a small stove and a piece of carpet covered the
floor one chair was the extent of their furniture

87

the family later resided in a small

cabin built by john boylston
As the population of salt

lake increased church leaders organized wards david

fairbanks brother of john boylston became the bishop of the first ward and john
boylston served as his ward clerk
1851
1851 when

lake

88

the fairbanks

family remained in salt lake until

church leaders asked the two brothers to settle sixty six miles south of salt

in payson

89

payson utah

once again the fairbanks brothers along with henry nebeker and david crocket
agreed to leave their homes without complaint they settled in the newly established town

of pacen later spelled payson

but due to a scarcity of water the families quickly left

payson and traveled three miles east where they settled in pond town later renamed

salem

87

encyclopedia vol
andrew jenson latter day saint encylopedia

88

the first ward in salt lake city was organized

2 352

on 22 february 1849

james pace was asked by brigham young to settle peteetneet
Peteetneet creek in utah valley
brigham young renamed the town payson in 1851 after pace pacen the creek on which the
Peteet neet
town is located is named in honor of indian chief peteetneet
899

42

at this time

the timpanogots
Timpano gots utes also lived in pond town because of tension

and misunderstandings that arose between this group of native americans and the families

settling on their land the saints abandoned pond town in 1853 and the fairbanks family
along with others returned to payson by this time a dam had been constructed in payson

canyon thus eliminating water shortages

90

on returning

to payson john boylston built a

log cabin south of the tithing house facing the town square

91

birth of john B fairbanks
A citizen of payson recalled

the year

1855 was ushered in with all the peace and

prospects of a good life that one could expect in a new country with the people surrounded
by tribes of indians almost shut out from the knowledge of the world subject

90

kirk fairbanks family in the west 145

mormons
cormons pay one tenth of their income as tithes to the church in the nineteenth
century each mormon town had a tithing house and people donated ten percent of whatever
constituted their increase this included goods and produce as well as cash one author noted
under the direction of bishop hancock in payson several public work projects were started
for these poor one of these the tithing house was located on the northwest corner of main
and second north streets though it was not completed until 1861
1861 the tithing house had a
cellar with sandstone walls and a dirt floor where vegetables were stored the main floor was six
steps off the ground this area was used for public business with the tithing office the upper
story was used as a school A corn crib granary and barn were directly behind the tithing
house the building seems to have been adobe lined with wood framing A rock wall two or
three feet high surrounded the lot under the direction of bishop young a fence was put
through the yard to protect the hay sue ann larsen the pioneer home of john B
fairbanks boulder colorado western interstate commission for higher education 1979 2
91

larson

2 3

43
to plagues of insects droughts and so on

92

although this author makes the living

conditions appear difficult enterprising individuals adapted to their environment

furthermore during this year citizens of payson constructed the first adobe homes and
some families even began to use shingles on their roofs in place of dirt and sod while

the exact date is unknown it is believed that john boylston constructed his home around
1855

one source notes that it was located in front of their log cabin facing the town

square within a stones throw of the community well south of the tithing house and
across the street from the old tabernacle

the

address was 143 north main

93

when sarah fairbanks gave birth to her sixth child and fourth son on 27
december 1855 the family had established themselves well in the payson area they

madoline
Peteet neet town A history of payson utah provo utah press
madeline C dixon peteetneet
publishing company 1974 10
92

93

in 1980 the fairbanks home was moved to salt lake city utah and restored in the
pioneer trail state park several interesting facts should be noted about the fairbanks home it
served as the official meeting headquarters for brigham young and other church leaders such as
george A smith while traveling south john boylston served as bishop 1862 1869 the south
upstairs room was known as brigham youngs room brigham young was staying in the
fairbanks home when he received the telegraph in which rebaptism for martin harris was
requested brigham young returning from st george was at the fairbanks home when he
missed the golden spike ceremony held in promontory utah a prayer circle was formed here
on 22 july 1860 a school of the prophets was organized in the upstairs rooms in september
1868 the home became a trading post where meetings were held to negotiate peaceful relations
with the indians the home served as a relay station for pony express riders see kirk
fairbanks family in the west 145 5 11
the home was built in two stages and it is believed that john boylston was the builder
and architect of the home first a two story structure with two rooms downstairs and two rooms
upstairs with a fireplace in each room next a large kitchen with a stove and fireplace though
when each was built is not known and finally a small pantry and porch on the north with a small
storeroom on the south end of the kitchen A well also existed just off the kitchen on the south
another bedroom was even later added on the south backside of the kitchen but has since been
raized
raided later the south room and porch were enlarged see larsen 3
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motherss
erss request the son added
named the infant john fairbanks after his father at his moth
mothers
the initial B to his name following the death of john boylston in 1875

94

although

thrilled with the new addition to their family john boylston and sarah became concerned
when they realized their baby had a crippled left foot young johns parents prayed

constantly that he would have the ability to walk like other children then to ensure that
he did not place limitations upon himself they did not pamper him nor emphasize his

physical handicap since the family did not underscore fairbanks disability he rarely
reflected on it and later became alarmed when he overheard a conversation between two
men who pitied him 95 questioned one of these gentleman
996

of that poor little crippled boy

1I wonder what will become
1I

filled with dismay fairbanks rushed home and asked

his mother about his foot sarah assured him that although painful at times he could

participate in the same activities as the other children

97

comforted by his mother he

continued to ignore his disability and functioned as a healthy child hence from an early
age he had the ability to look beyond limitations rather than allowing weaknesses and

difficult tasks to conquer him he mastered them such determination proved fruitful to

fairbanks future endeavors in the field of art
john boylston and sarah fairbankss
ss actions left a deep impression on their son
Fairbank
and affected his decisions

for they not only dictated rules they taught their children by

94

john boylston fairbanks passed away on 14 may 1875

95

florence gifford fairbanks

96

ibid

97

ibid
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example john boylston served in numerous positions in the community and the church
in addition to his duties as bishop he worked as a member of the city council and
participated in other civic organizations in payson john boylston received two calls to
serve as a proselytizing missionary in the eastern united states and later great britain in

addition to his service as a settlement missionary in payson and his exploratory mission
in

white moutain

98

john boylsons
Boyl sons complete willingness to serve as a missionary had a

profound impact on his young son for he would later serve proselytizing and
nontraditional missions as his father had done since fairbanks observed his fathers
actions and paid heed to his attitude and conduct he understood the importance of
accepting service requests from the church therefore when asked to sacrifice he did
not hesitate he emulated his fathers example

boylstons
because of john Boyls
tons church responsibilities the fairbanks children
became acquainted with mormon leaders including brigham young the prophet of the

98

on

19

november 1869 john Bo
lyston started on a mission to the eastern states to visit
bolyston
boleston

his relatives and to preach the gospel he returned home on 10 april 1870 on 20 april 1871
1871
john boylston left home for a second mission this time to great britain he traveled throughout
liverpool england for several months and was then transferred to nottingham to preside over
the nottingham conference john was later transferred to london to preside over the london
conference he occupied this position until he was released to return home on the journey back
10 saints 291 british and 219 scandinavian
to america he was given charge of a company of 5510
which sailed from liverpool on 3 september 1873 near sable island the ship struck a sand bar
and was unable to move for several hours john remained calm and by doing so not only gained
the confidence of the saints but also of other passengers and the ships crew he insisted they
would not sink the captain himself took courage from johns faith and optimistic attitude
although the ship began to leak the pumps stopped it from filling with water the journey
recommenced and they landed safely in new york on 29 september 1873 they later arrived in
salt lake city andrew jenson latter day saint encyclopedia vol 2 352 during the
purported utah war in 1857 brigham young encouraged saints living in the north to move
south for protection john was asked to explore white mountain in search for settlements for
those moving south

46

church when john boylston served as the bishop of payson young resided at their
home so often that the family designated the south upstairs rooms as brigham youngs
in addition to housing church leaders a school of the prophets was organized on

room

the upper floor of the home in september of 1868

99

later in life fairbanks relayed

a

tender scene he had witnessed to his wife As a young boy he often played in the same
room in which official meetings were held on one occasion he recalled that president

young had received a message inquiring whether or not he would sanction the rebaptism
of martin harris into the church tears streamed down the prophets face fairbanks
explained and young promptly replied

100
00 witnessing such events
loo
he
course
can
of

and associating with the prophet and apostles not only taught john the importance of

heeding the direction and advice given by general authorities but also prepared him for
relationships he would have with church leaders in the future from his father he learned
to respect these men and to approach them when necessary certainly his familiarity with

early leaders gave him the confidence to speak with future leaders when making crucial
requests about art

the relationships

he cultivated as a child may well have led to the

relationships he developed as an adult

during his youth fairbanks also became aware of his mothers tenacious manner

at times

the fairbanks family had limited resources and an array of responsibilities

because of their fathers civic and religious duties when food became scarce and

99
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journal history

school of the prophets

19

1968 4
september 19684

florence gifford fairbanks the life of john B fairbanks john B fairbanks
collection archives of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah
116 as relayed to the author by florence fairbanks cope 27 february 2003
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provisions short sarah fairbanks did not murmur but instead discovered ways to solve the
fam ilys problems raised in such an environment fairbanks knew that doing replaced
familys
doubt his mothers teachings gave him courage not only as a child but also as an adult

education and art
although utah lacked an abundance of facilities for higher education her public
education system displayed a quality similar to that

of surrounding territories

101
loi
10

during

this time school districts generally built schoolhouses with money from property taxes

payson
ofpayson built an adobe school on a hill in the southern suburbs main
by 1863 the city of
at third south street

O
0 102

103

thus payson had the first high school south of salt lake city

at the age of seven

fairbanks began attending school shortly afterward he

contracted typhoid fever which forced him to withdraw following recovery from his
illness he recommenced his education but then his sister accidentally ran an awl into his
knee his leg became inflamed with infection and once again he lost a year of school
could not commence his education until his tenth year
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the public education

1112

dixon

103

george D pyper the story of our hymns

1938 2
19382

system ended following eighth grade

18

improvement era xxxi february

he
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during his absence from school fairbanks further cultivated his appreciation and
love for the aesthetic his mother valued art and as noted earlier when moving from the

east included several prints in the covered wagon as the family migrated to utah sarah
intended to hang these black and white prints in her home according to historian andrew

jenson these pictures included copies of a steel engraving of rosa bonheurs
bonbeurs
rs 1822 1899
Bonheu
104
pair
horse fair104
fair as well as a print of the fairbanks home in dedham massachusetts

O
105
0

because her children lived in a territorial environment that lacked an abundance of cultural
influences sarah felt determined to educate them and to expose them to beautiful works of
art perhaps she encouraged john more than her other children because she knew of his

love for art and his natural talent in such areas

unable to afford picture frames sarah kept the treasured prints rolled in a trunk

her children especially john loved to remove the artwork from storage and gaze at the
106
06 despite the
images due to this constant use the pictures began to fray on the edges log

lack of protection sarah finally determined to hang the pictures on the walls so the
children could continue to enjoy them one print in particular displayed a castle

constructed into the side of a rock since john adored this image his mother hung it in his
room throughout his life the budding artist would gaze at the beautiful picture and

104
104john
john painted a copy of this picture as an adult

this picture is currently displayed

in

the utah county building

andrew jenson encyclopedic history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints salt lake city deseret news publishing co 1941 737 the fairbanks home in
dedham massachusetts is the oldest frame home in america later in life john painted a
picture of this home
105

106

john B fairbanks jr

patriarch of the worlds largest

art dynasty

7
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imagine it in color perhaps he began to visualize scenes and images worthy of an artists
eye an eye that would one day direct a paintbrush in creations of its own

whatever sarahs motive in sharing her prints with her children she certainly
succeeded in encouraging john to love the natural beauty of his surroundings and taught
him to find simple pleasure in small and even insignificant scenes because of the effect

of her teachings on her son evidence of sarahs training can be seen in his adulthood as
well as his childhood even as a man fairbanks perceptions of nature reflected his

mothers teachings

later in life fairbanks occasionally kept personal notes concerning art history as
well as his personal thoughts about aesthetic work

for example he wrote the artist

makes a careful study of the beautiful forms and tones and tints in nature

they see little

beauty spots here and there that the ordinary observer would pass by they represent
upon canvas certain phases of nature beautiful nooks and corners are pointed out to the
people and they see beauty that before had been unobserved they are brot sic nearer to
nature and are better able to appreciate through the artists efforts some of gods creations
that now produce a certain degree of pleasure or happiness that otherwise would have

been lost

O
107
0lot

such comments can be tied to his mothers teachings and her love for

natural beauty without sarahs assistance he might not have developed such insights

eventually fairbanks no longer felt content merely viewing the art of others

while he appreciated their work he wanted to create his own images aware of her

john B fairbanks personal notes papers and biographies 1891 1937 perry special
collections
107
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young sons interest sarah taught him to grease paper so it would be transparent enough

he devoted hours

to trace pictures

sketch freehand
artistic talent

108

to this practice eventually fairbanks began to

johns mother admired his work and encouraged him to pursue

at one point

his

without the consent of the family he carefully illustrated in

log
109
his
the margins of
fathers large dictionary 09

to the young boys surprise

john boylston

did not consider this creative masterpiece a great asset to his book nonetheless he

recognized his sons potential and purchased paper so the boy would have a more suitable
place to continue his work throughout the remainder of his childhood fairbanks
enjoyed creating artistic works never realizing that such a task would ultimately define
his existence
As a teen fairbanks also developed musical talent

drums harmonica

jews harp

he taught himself to play the

fife flute coronet and concertina using his skill he

played the second coronet in the payson brass band and as a young man played the drum
110
ito0
and
drill
the
for
call
practices
town
roll
for
these activities serve as another example

of his love for culture aside from music school and work consumed his life although
art remained a passion he did not consider the possibility of pursuing his main interest as
a career

living in a farming community he naturally assumed he would work on the

land from his cultural perspective at this time art served as a hobby not a means of
temporal survival

0
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johns first project was a picture of his brother and sister riding a horse to school
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fairbanks
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kirk the fairbanks family in the west 223 224

the life of john B fairbanks
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fairbanks assumed responsibility for his family at the age of nineteen as a result
of his fathers untimely death in the fall of 1875 his father and he spent an entire day
irrigating their land although physically exhausted john boylston attended a city
council meeting after completing the work during this gathering he developed acute

following a painful illness of five days he died leaving a wife and eight

pneumonia
children

112
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at this time much of fairbanks

attention shifted from art to helping his

family survive

an introduction

to art

unlike many early utah artists fairbanks did not receive exposure to artistic
training as a young man

3

he never had the opportunity to study under artists like

george ottinger or dan weggeland as some of his colleagues had however high
Long king townsend encouraged him to pursue his talent and
school teacher joseph songking
longking
instructed him to the extent of the teachers ability

111

ill

fairbanks

112

john fairbanks jr

the life of john B fairbanks

144

As noted fairbanks mother also

9

patriarch of the worlds largest

art dynasty

166 167

maesers
Mae sers school hafen
his friend john hafen for instance studied in dr karl G maeyers
also visited the studios of artists dan weggeland and george ottinger leek A circumspection
31
of early utah art 31
113

9august 1849 in canton bardford county
king townsend was born on aaugust
songking
longking
joseph Long
pennsylvania he was educated at the west side high school of cleveland ohio girard
kansas kidder and the university of missouri at the age of twenty one he was offered a
professorship at the agricultural college of missouri but due to illness could not accept the
position on 8 august 1872 he moved to salt lake city hoping to improve his health six
months following his arrival in salt lake city townsend joined the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints joseph taught penmanship at morgans commercial college and later became
of
principal payson
ofpayson high school he married alta hancock they were the parents of eleven
children in addition to his educational responsibilities joseph also composed poetry and hymns
114
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recognized and acknowledged fairbanks potential

shortly following the death of his father fairbanks became acquainted with artist
john hafen this young swiss convert to the church came to payson as an agent for a
company that sold corn shellers

15
115

thanks to a similarity of interests the two men

became immediate friends eventually the company that employed hafen went

bankrupt after careful contemplation he decided to remain in payson so he could
pursue his love of painting thus he rented a large room above a millner store

6

fascinated by his friends work and ambition fairbanks devoted his evenings to
watching hafen paint rather than playing baseball as he had previously

7

the moments

he spent in observation altered the course of his life and prepared him for a career as an

artist

on one occasion fairbanks suggested
but the artist disagreed

hafens

an improvement to one of
ofHa
fens pictures
ofhafens
chafens

to ascertain who had the correct opinion

the two friends

consulted joseph townsend who agreed with fairbanks pleased with his ability to
critique and aware of his love for art hafen questioned

john why dont you become an

choose the right hope of israel
several of his hymns include beautiful words of love
kind words are sweet tones of the heart the iron rod and the day dawn is breaking
pyper 2
15

A machine that strips the kernels of dry corn from the cob

ilg
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john B fairbanks
special collections
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fairbanks

sketch of the life of john hafen

the life of john B fairbanks
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53
artista
artist
artist8 fairbanks quickly insisted that he could not pursue such a career because of
8

responsibilities with his family and farm unwilling to accept no as an answer and
semi
serniaware
semiaware
aware of his friends future potential hafen offered to furnish art materials
perhaps sernia
ware
and insisted that the young man at least attempt to paint fairbanks succumbed

that evening fairbanks rushed home with his newly acquired art supplies
knowing his mother had gone to a

relief society meeting

9

he did not want his family

to suspect his plan entering his room he glanced at the print of the old black and white

castle hanging on his wall and became determined to reproduce the image in color

he

hid his new project behind his chest of drawers so his mother would not see it each
evening after completing chores he closed his bedroom door and painted the scene
which had by then almost become a part of him he finally committed to canvas the
shades and tones of color he envisioned as a youth after completing the work fairbanks
viewed it with satisfaction for the first time he considered the possibilities of an art
career eager to surprise his mother with his finished project fairbanks rushed to find
her As he did so his two younger sisters admitted they had seen his work but
immediately assured him that his mother did not suspect anything shortly afterward
when he exhibited his first oil painting to his mother she questioned if hafen had given it
to him as a gift when her son informed her that he had painted the scene sarah clasped

118

119
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A female organization in the church of jesus
on serving and offering relief to those in need

christ of latter day saints that focuses

54

him in a hug and with tears in her eyes exclaimed

this reaction instilled
64

in him a determination to succeed

64primitive draftmanship
primitive

fig

120
why john you are an artist
artisto

although demonstrating

his first painting served as an incentive to persevere as an artist

121

1I

As fairbanks began to pursue his artistic talent his relationship with hafen

strengthened

the two became best friends and spent their days painting together

in

many ways therefore their paintings often had similar characteristics one art historian
noted that both men painted european scenes although they would not study there for
years

122

under the tutelage of hafen fairbanks not only developed new skills he also

learned of the importance of art in his life with time art defined who he was and what

the following

he would become

cultivated within fairbanks

words penned by hafen reflect the feelings he

the influence of art is so powerful

in shaping our lives for a

higher appreciation of the creations of our god that we cannot afford to neglect an
acquaintance with it we should be as eager for its companionship in our homes for it
has as important a mission in shaping our character and
term necessities
life without art

life is incomplete without it
12
123

A religious life is not an ideal religious

fairbanks patterned his life on this perspective and created works for

the life of john B fairbanks

120

fairbanks
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gibbs harvesting the light
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our happiness as anything we

john hafen and the art
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sale eventually merchants displayed his art in store windows edward

reid purchased

his first painting in exchange for a suit of clothing

marriage
while attending ward choir practice fairbanks became acquainted with lillie
huish

114
124

at this

one evening as rain fell from the darkened sky he escorted her home

time he worked as the scribe for patriarch william G young

115
125

after giving lillie her

patriarchal blessing young mentioned to fairbanks that she would make a fine wife

perhaps smiling at the irony of the comment he quickly informed his elder friend that the
courting process had already begun later while enjoying the festivities of a christmas
dance fairbanks asked lillie
responded

1I

1 I want you

on 24 june

do you know what 1I want for christmas

he declared

no

she

126

1877 bishop joseph

tanner performed john and lillies marriage

ceremony in his home following the harvest season the newlyweds gathered several
items in a covered wagon and with three other couples began the two week journey to the
recently dedicated st george temple

silver reef

to finance their trip

a mining distri
districut
cut just north of st

george

the fairbanks sold pipe at

127

A ward is a mormon congregation set within specific geographical boundaries
division of nauvoo into political wards led eventually to a practice of dividing church
membership into geographically defined congregations called wards the ward choir is
12
124

composed of volunteers
125
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john received his own patriarchal blessing on 10 february 1877 from zebedee

126
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the practicality

of adulthood and the responsibilities of marriage limited some of

johns artistic endeavors determined to provide for his wife and later children and
consumed by the laborious process of constructing a house fairbanks had very little time
to paint yet even though artistic goals did not seem to be a great prospect they remained
the central dream looming in his future

in 1881
hi
1881 while expecting their third child fairbanks received a call in general
conference to serve in the southern states mission

1288

As he considered the prospects of

accepting missionary service he felt overcome with fear and emotion worried that his
crippled foot could not bear the physical strain furthermore he wondered if his invalid

mother and expectant wife could function without his assistance agreeing to leave his
family seemed impossible after much fasting and prayer fairbanks and his family
determined that he must serve the mission overlooking his own fears he assured his
wife and mother that all would be well and informed them that if he devoted his time to
missionary service he would have the ability and strength to proselytize then in an
attempt to earn money fairbanks canvassed the community of payson with the book

women of the frontier after laboring diligently he received commissions for a total of
150 in addition to this effort he continued taking orders and selling paintings until his

118
128

until thee early 1880s most missionaries were called on missions from the pulpit at
general conferences or they were set apart at conference time eventually president john taylor
slowly discontinued this practice and replaced it with letters from the churchs
churche missionary
department it appears that even though the method of notifying the missionaries changed over
the years october and april remained important months for calling missionaries heather
seferovich A history of the LDS southern states mission MA thesis brigham young
university 1996 49 john B fairbanks personal notes 10 october 1881
1881 john B fairbanks
Spring ville museum of art
collection springville

57

departure anxious for any financial means that could sustain his family during his
absence

129

throughout this time lillie supported her husband constantly even though

she was six months pregnant and knew she would have to deliver the books he had

sold

1300

following an emotional departure from his family john noted in his journal
left my wife and sisters on the platform crying

131

1I1I

such a sight wrenched his heart but

remembering his fathers example as a missionary and relying on personal faith john
believed his family and he would persevere on 10 october 1881
1881 wilford woodruff

moses thatcher and lorenzo snow set fairbanks apart as a missionary for the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints at the council house in salt lake city

131
132
32

upon

arriving at mission headquarters in nashville tennessee under the direction of mission
president john morgan fairbanks was assigned to serve in jones county mississippi

133

shortly after arriving there he received word that his son vernon walter had been born

12
129
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132

missionaries passed through salt lake city to be set apart and ordained by general
authorities and to receive parting counsel after completing their business in salt lake city
they often traveled to ogden utah where the transcontinental rail line departed from the state
missionaries often left in groups whether traveling to the same mission or not see seferovich
64 66 john left in the company of thirty six elders most traveling to europe john B
Springville museum
fairbanks personal notes 10 october 1881
1881 john B fairbanks collection springville
of art
133

of art

john B fairbanks personal notes john B fairbanks collection Springville
springville museum
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on 14 november 1881

southern states mission

the southern states mission

reestablished in 1875 had a reputation for violence

persecution and miserable weather conditions

134
114

As one historian noted traveling in

rain and mud exacted a high price from the elders often causing physical exhaustion and

undoubtedly contributing to a weakening of their immune systems

135

thus while

residing in the south fairbanks experienced great discomfort from his crippled foot

notwithstanding the pain he continued to work with dedication and zeal comments
such as 1 I am very lame but trust that god will enable me to do what walking 1I have to
do interlaced his journal

136

As the agony increased john became determined to

overcome it after seeking a priesthood blessing and anointing his ankle with precision
he recorded

this morning my ankle is much better than it was yesterday morning we

went into the woods to have prayer and to anoint my ankle for the purpose of having all
deformities removed

137

with time fairbanks crippled foot no longer burdened him A

ceased to exist during the civil war period but by 1867
church leaders believed missionary work could resume in this geographic region shortly
thereafter church leaders called john brown to serve as mission president of this area his
duties eventually included all areas west and south of philadelphia despite fervent hopes that
missionary work would excel in the south it quickly became apparent that this was a temporary
situation thus there was no official mission leader in this area for six years this changed when
henry G boyle was called to serve as the mission president in 1875 in 1878 john henry
morgan replaced boyle as mission president see seferovich 18
134
114

the southern states mission

135
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john B fairbanks journal 9 november 1881 diaries 1877 1914 perry special
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letter from lillie rejoiced at this news as she wrote

was glad to hear that you was sic

138
although he walked with a limp throughout his
well and had got over your lameness 138aithough

life he did not suffer the pain he had as a young man

139

while serving his mission fairbanks exposed himself to new sites and
experiences As an artist he appreciated his surroundings and expressed admiration for
the beautiful scenery he encountered naturally he paid particular attention to works of
art

for example

after viewing a courthouse in

st louis missouri he wrote on the

bomber sic of portraits
inside of the dome there are some large pictures and a nomber

140

besides noting the works of art he viewed he helped maintain his artistic ties by
corresponding with hafen although fairbanks was a devoted and focused missionary
one quickly notes his artistic characteristics when reading his accounts his enduring
view enabling him to note the beautiful
worldview
interest and his passion for art shaped his world

colors and details of his surroundings furthermore his service in the south prepared
him for future missionary work of a unique nature

while fairbanks served as a missionary lille and he corresponded regularly to
ease the pain of separation

for example after giving birth to their son vernon lillie

announced the exciting news to her husband and then explained the reactions of their two
older children to their infant brother

nettie come sic up to the baby and she said poor

lillie fairbanks to john fairbanks 4 december 1881 john B fairbanks collection
archives of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter
138

church archives
139
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john B fairbanks jr
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little brover you have not seen your pa have you
events and incidents to her husband

for example

141

lillie also described important

she provided a very detailed

description of their christmas celebration delighted with the extensive information his
wife relayed he exclaimed

it is a great satisfaction to a missionary to know that every

thing sic is going on all right sic at home and especially to know that his wife is
enjoying herself and that he is sustained by her faith and prayers

112
142
42

besides describing

major events lillie also shared with him sweet little stories about the children and kept
him informed of daily events

at this time lillie cared for three little children and worked as a seamstress

so she

could save money although the work strained and taxed her she did not complain to her
husband about the difficulties of acting as a single mother throughout their lives
together they had limited resources because his artistic goals did not prove overly
fruitful still lillie did not complain but supported her husband in all circumstances

their love and devotion displayed for each other is a great indication of the closeness of
their relationship just as it was difficult to be the wife of a missionary it would also
prove difficult to be the wife of an artist for a steady income did not exist traveling
became necessary and frustration abounded yet lillie did not complain to her husband
about his mission or his chosen profession but constantly supported his decisions

because of her acceptance it is evident that she believed in his ability

141

lillie fairbanks to john fairbanks

4 december 1881
1881 john B fairbanks collection

church archives
john fairbanks to lillie fairbanks 25 july 1882 john B fairbanks collection
church archives
112
142

61

the southern states mission became a preparatory experience

for fairbanks

fore
foreshadowing
shadowing another mission he would embark on in the future serving as a

proselytizing missionary at this time taught him patience and diligence further he
learned to accept temporary separation from his family and to appreciate his wife and her
willingness to sacrifice in behalf of the church and him most important fairbanks
witnessed miracles including a physical transformation of his lame foot and an increased
ability to endure persecution sickness hunger and fatigue later as an art missionary
these lessons benefitted him although the experience in paris related more to developing
skills and artistic improvement than to overcoming physical infirmities

fairbanks

missionary experiences in the southern states gave him the strength to fulfill future
missionary service

although fairbanks enjoyed serving his mission he felt relieved to return home

he arrived in provo utah on 26 september

1883

in his journal he noted

saw john

hafen the first person I1 met with whom I1 was acquainted thus resuming their intimate
friendship

143
141

shortly thereafter lillie fairbanks met her husband at the train station in

payson A joyous reunion followed as fairbanks greeted his family
14

all were glad to see me

he later recalled

144
5144
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pursuing a career in art
following fairbanks return home his young family moved into his mothers
house

to his surprise lillie had saved two hundred dollars while he served his mission in

143
141

john

144

ibid
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the south with this unexpected sum of money the young couple purchased land and later

built a brick home to replace the log cabin that existed on the lot

again fairbanks interest in art peaked he hoped he could further pursue his
passion though he often questioned the possibilities of such a dream perhaps age became
his greatest fear

he knew he was no longer a young man and he understood that he had a

growing family to provide for considering the possibilities of an art career from a
practical perspective made the goal seem impossible and even he feared irresponsible in
many ways then he questioned if his career choice might be unwise despite these
concerns a significant portion of his heart remained committed to the pallette fairbanks
knew his entire soul was linked to paint brushes and canvas although fears may have
existed his hopes and dreams to become what he knew he should be could not be stifled

time constraints and the lack of temporal means could not deter his dreams of an art
career

immediately following his mission fairbanks needed to find a job so he could
support his family initially he worked for his father in law painting furniture for twenty
one dollars a month

he remained

in this position until an otherwise unidentified

mr

hancock offered him a salary of forty dollars a month shortly after accepting the offer a

mr starks a crippled man with a large family and a former employee of mr hancock
returned to see if a job was available understanding the difficulties associated with a
disability and knowing it would be easier for a younger man to find employment

63

than an older man fairbanks resigned his position to mr starks

14
145

then

not knowing

where to find employment he wrote to hafen who lived in ogden hafen responded
quickly informing him that he had enough work to keep both men busy fairbanks
traveled to ogden where he learned to make crayon portraits
work and split the profits

this cooperation

the two

friends shared the

and concern for one another further

strengthened their friendship fairbanks and hafen later moved to logan to conduct
similar work

working with hafen
notwithstanding the seemingly impossible tasks of pursuing a career in art
fairbanks and hafen continued to dream and hoped for future possibilities in professional
art

they also supported one another in their difficult endeavors from letters

it becomes

evident that they worked together regularly throughout the 1870s and the 1880s hafen
and fairbanks struggled financially working on art whenever an opportunity became

available they also attempted to work as photographers

146
141

although fairbanks recognized the difficulties associated with an art career he
continued to pursue his dream his greatest support came from his dear friend hafen As
usual chafens
hafens encouragement and foresight inspired him to work as an artist

chafens love for fairbanks became evident in his constant willingness to
furthermore hafens
assist him on one occasion he described his friendship with fairbanks in a letter to his

145

146

john fairbanks jr

patriarch of the worlds largest

art dynasty
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photography served as a common practice for artists of this time period hafen and his
Springville
wife thora twede opened a photographic gallery first in american fork and later in springville

64
wife thora

1I1 I have heard a great deal about brotherly love towards

one another among

the saints of god if it ever has or does exist 1I have tasted of this feeling with john

there

is not a single barr or obstacle or unpleasantness between us no misunderstanding

we

see eye to eye

he

is a man 1I can love as a dear brother

147

chafens combined efforts of sketching and canvassing in
following fairbanks and hafens

springvilles
villes noted
small communities fairbanks next worked as a photo enlarger for Spring
portrait photographer george edward anderson shortly thereafter in may 1886

fairbanks finished a crayon portrait of george Q cannon that was said to possess
14

genuine merit

14
148

less than a year later

he completed a similar portrait of heber J

grant the report of this picture read as follows
examined of the handiwork of the artist

149
49

an excellent likeness the best we have

despite these simple moments of recognition

artistic success still remained minimal and notwithstanding fairbanks noble efforts he
had to sell newspapers for a living in the early spring of 1889 one article reported
J B

fairbanks

was in town heber the fore part of the week canvassing for the salt

john hafen to thora hafen
museum of art
147
141

mr

8

Spring ville
october 1883 john hafen collection springville
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lake herald

150

fairbanks work as an artist although rarely profitable and often discouraging
soon proved to be promising even though his early artistic efforts were little more than
attempts these experiences prepared him for a future that would be completely defined by
artistic skills and techniques just as fairbanks began to fear that true artistic success
might be impossible new opportunities emerged he had cultivated and developed his
interest in art and it was time to develop as an artist ironically these new artistic

possibilities came as a mission call

150

swanson utah painting and sculpture 43
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CHAPTER 3

impression
LEAVING AN EA
PRESSION
THE IMPACT OF THE PARIS ART MISSION ON
JOHN B FAIRBANKS
ARTISTIC

on monday

development

23 june 1890 fairbanks arose at dawn and made final preparations

for his journey to study art in paris by 600 am he had tenderly kissed his three
youngest children while they slept and then he bid his beloved companion of thirteen
years farewell in his journal he recorded that

lillie was very affected by the parting

but in practicality acknowledged that part we must

15
151

the four oldest children

accompanied their father to the depot fairbanks recalled

when the trane sic came I1

bid them good bye got on the train leaving the darlings standing on the platform with
sorrowful faces and tears standing in their eyes

15
152

A sensitive and compassionate man

the situation moved fairbanks yet despite the sorrow he felt he knew his service as an
art missionary similar to the other temporal missions called previously would enable

him to achieve his artistic potential and would benefit

the church of jesus christ of

john B fairbanks journal 24 june 1890 diaries 1877 1914 L tom perry special
collections harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah
151

152
51

n
ibid

67

latter day saints by noon fairbanks and the two artists accompanying him john hafen
and lorus pratt had boarded an eastbound train

hafens eyes reflected
the tears in chafens

the

general feelings of the small group pratt however quickly altered the mood with his
dry jokes

153

before studying in paris fairbanks exposure to artistic techniques had been
minimal although he had an affinity for fine art and displayed a natural talent for
sketching and painting his realistic creations lacked skill and refinement with the

encouragement and support of john hafen fairbanks worked as an amateur artist As he
painted he noted his inadequacies he longed to pursue an art education yet he lacked
the financial ability in 1890 he learned

the church of jesus christ

had agreed to

subsidize him to study art at the academic julian in paris As a student at this institution
he received exposure to different styles and techniques particularly impressionist

landscape painting eventually this training not only influenced the quality of mormon
art depicted in the salt

lake temple and other church buildings but also recast and

ized
iced art in utah in paris artistic training revolutionized fairbanks
professionalized
professional
technique and skill when he entered the academic julian he was limited in knowledge
and ability but by the end of his sojourn in paris he had embraced the process of

becoming an artist

early utah art
since the settlement of the mormon pioneers in 1847 art had been of
consequence in utah

153

an article in the deseret evening news noted there has always

john B fairbanks journal 24 june 1890 perry special collections
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been an incentive to art in utah

because of the overwhelming influence of natures

masterpieces arrayed in perpetual exhibition at our doors

154
114

although utah citizens

deemed artistic skills important and several men had attempted to pursue careers in art
early artists lacked formal training and professional skill

utahs first generation of

artists including george ottinger dan weggeland and alfred lambourne 1855 1926
tended to paint quite conventional realistic works still lifes landscapes and

portraits that emphasized detail and accurate representation
developed similar characteristics
striking similarity

berry pickers

155
55

those they trained

for example since weggeland trained hafen

a

Wegg elands primrose gatherers and chafens
exists between weggelands
hafens

151
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many works created by early utah artists seemed rather primitive and
labored

157

lacked definite skill and had been painted in a stiff and lifeless manner

since many of these artists received training from the same men including dan
weggeland george ottinger alfred lambourne and HLA culmer 1854 1914 most
of their works appeared very similar in style composition color and technique these
artists almost completely overlooked historical and genre painting romantic landscapes
dominated utah art favorite subjects became exaggerated versions of the mountains and

art in utah deseret evening news

154

155
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december 1899
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thomas G alexander utah the right place salt lake city gibbs smith publisher
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linda jones gibbs harvesting the light
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ibid 7
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69
the great salt

lake painted with extreme hues and tones of color in a form typical of the

rocky mountain school of landscape painting

158

realism dominated everything these

artists had very little variation in the technique used in their work they just painted
objects to appear exactly as they thought they should look although these men had
natural talent they lacked skill when one views their works it becomes very apparent
that their training was limited

early utah artists also linked their paintings to religious faith determined to show

gods hand in nature since john believed his work portrayed

the magnificence of godly

creations he used his paintbrush to display his testimony of a divine creation and to
reflect his appreciation for the natural beauty god had created for mankind he had talent
but lacked skill which made it apparent that his training had been severely limited

art background
fairbanks aesthetic interests slowly evolved from an enjoyable hobby to an
overwhelming desire to become a professional artist As he attempted to embrace this
goal he received criticism from many family members and friends several of whom

declared him foolish for leaving a well paying job in pursuit of less remunerative
ventures

159

yet at the same time others recognized that john knows what he is about

and sustained him with the moral support he needed as he hearkened to the desires of his

151
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although several early utah artists had received minimal degree art training in
europe before their migration to the united states few had acquired noteworthy skill by
the 1870s this began to change as american artists left their homes to study in paris

at

this time several utah artists also realized that artistic advancement could only come to
those who studied away from home so they sought professional training with the hope
that they could eventually contribute significantly to

utahs artistic future within the

succeeding two decades lorus pratt studied in england cyrus E dallin learned

sculpting techniques in boston marie gorlinski 1861 1938 began a three year course
1859 1936 attended the national
1858
of study in painting in europe john clawson 1858

academy of design in new york city and james T harwood completed two courses of
Francis cos california school of design
study in san franciscos
franciscis

161
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for the first time utah art portrayed a diversity of approaches and techniques
anothers
paintings no longer served as simple recreations of one an
others work by developing
their own artistic voices many artists prepared themselves for more extensive study in the
future although the artists who made such attempts remained in the minority at this
time professional study later became a common phenomenon
barbazon
Barbizon school
barbizon
Barbizon located southeast of paris near
barbazon
in the mid nineteenth century barbizon
fontainebleau
bleau became the headquarters for a new style of painting later known as the
Fontain
fontainbleau
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Bar
barbazon
bizon school of landscape painting moving away from the traditional studio
barbizon
Barbizon artists made landscape painting popular
barbazon
approach of painting barbizon

16
162

eventually

they became known for their tonal qualities loose brush work color softness of form and

plein air tradition painting landscape scenes directly in nature

163
63

barbazon
furthermore Bar
barbizon
bizon

artists interpreted their subjects according to their response to that scene rather than
painting the image as it was expected to appear

164
64

this style of painting contributed

to

the formation of impressionism

impressionism
As utah artists abandoned their traditional artistic approaches and sought

professional training controversy had begun to rage within the artistic community of

france due to the introduction of impressionism by artists such as edgar degas
1834 1917

claude monet 1840 1926 pierre auguste renoir 1841 1919 and

camille pissarro 1830 1903

critics coined the term impressionism from an 1872 work

by claude monet entitled impression sunrise

impressionists did not want to create an

exact image but rather to develop impressions of their surroundings

thus they painted

what they saw in a single moment and used light and shadow rather than definite lines to

reflect a scene instead of focusing on complicated topics impressionists used simple
subjects from everyday life and moved out of their studios and into nature in an attempt

91h century french landscape painting
jean bouret the Bar
bizon school and 1I19th
barbazon
barbizon
london thames and hudson 1973 12
162

161
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wayne craven american history history and culture madison brown and
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Bar bizon school
barbazon
bouret the barbizon

13

72
to capture the world in more dynamic and colorful poses

165

according to one art

historian impressionists had an overwhelming interest in nature and placed particular
emphasis on the portrayal of light and color
brush strokes or daubs

161
166

in addition they painted with small

believing that the manner in which they portrayed light was more

important than the paintings subject

67

ultimately impressionists wanted to reject

conventional detail and eliminate subjective interpretation in exchange for the creation of
a specific moment

161
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by the final decade of the nineteenth century american critics and the public at
large had favorably recognized the work of impressionist painters

at this time monet

verney france using impressionist techniques to paint haystacks and
worked in Gi
giverney
poplars degas renoir paul cezanne 1839 1906 and georges seurat 1869 1891
1891
also incorporated various forms of impressionism into their work

beginning in the late 1870s americans became slightly aware of impressionism
as tourists art critics and students who had traveled in france reported this artistic

style

169
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at this time american

artists who had studied abroad occasionally employed

impressionist techniques but it was not until 1886 when french dealer paul durand
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pierce the
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ruel mounted an exhibition of over three hundred impressionist paintings

at the

american art association in new york city that americans were exposed to the
pervading influence of the impressionists on their own soil

170

following this event

americans began to incorporate stronger hints of impressionism into their works
however american impressionism although similar to the french style displayed its
own unique characteristics
one scholar noted

for example they dissolved form less than the french As

the impressionist tendency in america remained wedded to a realism

based on studio conventions

171

european study

american affluence after the civil war gave the impetus to study art abroad
american artists hoping they could paint as well as the europeans

17
172

thus they sought

tcole des beaux arts so they could
training in paris at either the academic julian or ecole
learn to diversify their techniques

the number of students

studying in europe escalated

throughout the 1870s and into the succeeding decades by 1890 at least 1500 american
artists attended french academies

173
73

in 1888 utah artists james taylor harwood harriet richards 1870 1922

cyrus E dallin and john willard clawson enrolled in art academies in france their
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74
migration across the atlantic fit the trend of parisian study common among american
artists at this time As an art student fairbanks himself noted

most of the men in our

room are americans there are more americans sic and englishman sic in the school
than frenchmen

174

aware of the need to receive art instruction abroad ottinger and weggeland
encouraged young utah artists to study in paris

175

during this period of evolving artistic

style fairbanks hafen and pratt applied to serve a unique mission for the LDS church

studying art at the academic julian although fairbanks had begun with simple attempts
to paint in payson utah he eventually received professional training that refined and

enhanced his artistic skills

notwithstanding fairbanks passion for art and his intense desire to continue
painting he often doubted his financial ability to pursue such a career in addition to
providing for lille and their large family of seven children he also helped support his
widowed mother although the young husband and father always painted he often had to
follow other avenues such as varnishing furniture working in a photography studio and
peddling newspapers

176
175
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these obligations limited the time that could be devoted to art

and as a result stifled opportunities while advancing in years fairbanks could not see
his talent accelerating at a similar rate

171
174

john fairbanks to lillie fairbanks
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the goal to study in paris
hoping to study in paris fairbanks worked quietly towards achieving this goal for
over one year fervently praying that if it were the will of the
him the way to accomplish it

lord he would show

but he began to fear that his efforts were futile

he searched for a solution hafen and pratt developed an idea

178

the two men

177
77

while

hoped the

LDS church might be willing to subsidize art training in europe if they agreed to create

artwork for church buildings particularly murals for the salt

lake temple upon their

return to utah after careful contemplation they approached george Q cannon first

counselor in the

first presidency and introduced their plan

179
79

As a member of the

leading quorum of the church president cannon had been involved in the dedication of
all three

utah temples that existed at the time st george manti and logan

considering this point author linda jones gibbs notes that he had a special interest in
the completion of the salt

almost forty years

180
80

lake temple since he had witnessed its construction for

hence president cannon became intrigued by the artists

suggestion and asked them to conduct further research and propose a plan for the cost and
length of study hafen and pratt readily agreed

177
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lorus pratt was the son of LDS church apostle orson pratt
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the first presidency is the leading council of the LDS church it consists of the
prophet and his two counselors
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following the meeting with president cannon hafen contacted utah artist james

taylor harwood who had studied in paris through harwood he learned of the
conditions and cost of receiving an art education in a letter dated 25 march 1890 hafen
wrote to president cannon and presented the information he had learned from his former

teacher he described harwoods expenses and then offered an analysis of his own
financial situation and of the assistance he would need hafen also noted his belief that
he had been inspired to implement such a plan

he related for many years past 1I have

been prompted to write to you on the subject of art even commencing to write letters

but my timidity would overcome me 1I since realize the necessity of cultivating any talent

god has bestowed upon his children from the very fact that he is the giver of all gifts and
it remains for us to put them to good and legitimate use

181
8

including an analysis for the

need of well trained artists within the church hafen continued

sometimes 1I felt like reproving myself for not taking some active step of some kind
to further my interest in art education what are we going to do brother cannon
full sic temple in salt lake city is ready to receive inside
beautifull
beauti
when one beautifully
justice to art
decorations who is there amongst all our people capable to do
work that should be executed therein 1I must confess that it is impossible for me to
see any other or more consistent course to pursue in this matter than to give two or
three young men who possess talent in this direction a chance to develop in the
182
pratt
same way bro
suggested in our conversation with you

then unbeknownst to fairbanks hafen suggested that he be included

in the paris study

pay son
wish to introduce to your notice and consideration bro J B fairbanks of payson
who is also earnestly devoted to art he is not as well known as a disciple of the
brush yet having only followed the calling since he returned from his mission a few
1I

john hafen to george Q cannon 25 march 1890 john hafen collection perry
special collections
181
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years ago but he is talented earnest and industrious and above all a devoted servant
of the cause of god why I1 bring him to your notice is if 1I should be one of the
honored ones selected to enjoy the privileges of an education and bro fairbanks
would be barred out I1 should look upon it as a calamity the bonds of brotherly
love are such and our aims and desires are so closely connected that 1I would rather
share one year with him and divide it between us so that each could have a six
183
month chance than to leave him home behind

not wanting to compel the judgment of church leadership hafen concluded however 1I

dont wish to dictate in this matter
which will be for the best of all

184184
114

1I

know that god will inspire you brethren to do that

due to the selfless consideration of hafen church

leadership became aware of the young artist from payson utah

shortly after completing this letter to president cannon hafen approached
fairbanks and excitedly exclaimed

1I want to break it gently
1I

but it is too good

tell you now my prospects for going to france have never been better

1885

186

enthusiasm hafen explained

must

fairbanks

cheerfully congratulated his dear friend but at the same time his heart sank
hoped to accompany him

1I

for he had

noting the disappointment carefully hidden behind his
but you are going with me

this news was almost too much for me

187

fairbanks simply reported

188

As church apostle heber J grant along with first presidency counselors george
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Q cannon and joseph F smith discussed the possibility of an art mission they

requested that the three men develop a budget of approximate costs

189

anticipating the

decision of the brethren the artists found a place of solitude on ensign peak where they
contemplated their situation

igo
190

enveloped with feelings of hope they knelt in humble

supplication to the lord and asked that if their plan were right it might be approved

furthermore the artists promised that they would do all in their power to further art
in utah if they had such an opportunity

191

upon closing their prayer they knew the

correct decision would be made in a letter to george Q cannon hafen later admitted

1I
1I

tried to approach this question to my brethren in a way that was calculated not to inspire
men
your
cenyour
my hope in them as per your instructions but my dear brother these young menyour
include dhave sic united their faith and prayers on the subject and have
humble servant includedhave
received a testimony of what is coming

192

that the trip to paris

would be made they

had no doubt

apostles anthon H lund and heber J grant along with seymour B young of

in 1835 joseph smith established a quorum of twelve apostles fairbanks pratt and
hafen concluded that the combined cost would be 1800 for one year additionally hafen
needed 360 to support his family the total cost was 2160
189

salt lake valley on 26 july 1847 brigham
young and others ascended the peak to overlook the valley while there the men raised an
igo
190
90

A mountain peak which stands above the

ensign of liberty to the world
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and correspondence perry special collections florence fairbanks the life of john B
fairbanks 65
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the first council of the seventy set fairbanks hafen and pratt apart as official

missionaries for the church of jesus christ of latter day saints on

3

june 1890

193
1

at

this time an official french mission did not exist it remained officially closed from 1864
to 1912

194

thus

in addition to his responsibilities as a missionary church leaders

assigned pratt to preside over the paris mission

195
9

following the reception of priesthood

blessings and words of wisdom from the apostles including counsel to enhance their
talents and avoid locations of a questionable nature the artists had three weeks to prepare
for an event that would not only enhance the quality of their painting but would also
introduce them to impressionism and enable them to encourage a further appreciation for
the aesthetic among church members and utah citizens

96

on monday 23 june 1890 fairbanks hafen and pratt bade their families
farewell and left for paris on an eastbound train observing his surroundings in
fascination fairbanks felt overcome with awe

193
9

the presidency of the third presiding

the payson

farm boy described

quorum of the church

in 1844 almon babbitt was charged with inaugurating mormon missionary work in
france for an unknown reason he never served in france by 1847 a plea for elders to
volunteer as missionaries in france was cited in the millennial star a mormon newspaper in
england shortly thereafter leaders at a general conference in the british mission called william
howell to serve as a missionary in france due to political turmoil and the outlawing of all
protestant sects the mission closed from 1864 1912 the french mission was reformed with
headquarters in paris on 15 october 1912 gary ray chard the history of the french mission
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints MA thesis utah state university 1965
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A blessing is a priesthood ordinance in which one believes that he is acting in the
name of god to provide blessings for another individual john B fairbanks journal 3 june
1890 perry special collections
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everything along the journey as grand beyond description
striking

197
9

grand and majestic

and

with childlike innocence and excitement he absorbed his surroundings in a

manner that only a passionate artist could achieve in addition to the beauty of his
environment johns trip to the metropolitan museum of art in new york city also
intrigued him where he became enthralled with the fine statuary and paintings by

renowned artists such as rosa bonheur
that ever had in art
1I

198

he explained

1I there had the greatest treat
1I

199

after viewing new york and its suburbs the artists set sail for europe during
their eleven day voyage on the steamship nevada they made a pact to complete at least
one sketch a day

this activity entertained them during the long and monotonous voyage

anyone who failed to meet this goal had to pay the others ten cents each fairbanks
recalled drawing pictures of numerous passengers on board when a sleep or reading or
any other position that we could catch them long enough to sketch them

the nevada docked

at

200

liverpool england on a typical day for the region rainy

I

1 I have enjoyed the voyage tolerable
john
vein
in
a
later
humorous
wrote
his
journey
of
1

sic well but can say 1I am not in love with trailing on the ocean

11

days at a time is all

john B fairbanks journal 30 september 1890 and 25 june 1890 perry special
collections
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john B fairbanks journal

11I

1I 1

july 1890

81
1I

want and if about 9 was taken from the 1I111I

j

1I

O
would like it a great deal better 0 201
after

exploring liverpool and viewing the citys
cites artwork fairbanks recorded his impressions
1I

have already seen enough of liverpool and to see that so far as the appreciation of art is

out sides of the building you see statuary and
odny
outsided
ofny
NY on the outsides
concerned it is far ahead of

busts and fine ornamental work which did not see in NY
1I

O
0 202

the artists then traveled

to london where they remained for over a week while visiting this metropolis

fairbanks and the others purchased art supplies and visited museums again fairbanks
became fascinated by the numerous examples of art and demonstrated an adept ability to
analyze the paintings he saw he kept personal notes on art history and described in
letters the images he viewed hence he became familiar with a variety of artists and their
styles which enhanced his appreciation for professional work

after touring london these pioneers artists traveled to paris arriving on 24 july
1890 As they entered the city renowned for artistic beauty their thoughts traveled back

to utah where the saints were celebrating the forty third anniversary of brigham

youngs arrival

in

salt lake city the following day utah sculptor cyrus E dallin

welcomed them to paris thrilled with his surroundings fairbanks explained to his wife

paris is art on every side

203

academic julian

the day after arriving in paris fairbanks
201

ibid

201 TI
202
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and his colleagues traveled to the

12

july 1890

john fairbanks to lillie fairbanks 27 july 1890 JBFC Spring
ville museum of art
springville
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academic julian to become acquainted with the professors and students As the art
missionaries arrived at the school they were surprised by the sight that greeted them

hafen recalled

leaving those grand boulevards we entered rue st denis a narrow street with
quick steps we pass grocery shops shoe drug dry goods vegetable and every other
kind of shops that modern shylock has ever thought of expecting every moment to
behold the magnificent academy building my fancy had pictured when all at once
here we are yes we were here in a narrow court or yard of a feather cleaning and
pillow factory a few packing boxes and bales of feathers lying about in front of us
on a two story rickety old building was the sign sure enough academic julia
201
204
peinture
Pein ture

fairbanks further explained

anyone would not be struck with the beauty of the outside

appearance of the building a person never would stop and ask what place is that unless he
was looking for a workshop of some sort

205105
205

although unimpressive in its appearance the school largely attended by

american artists cultivated skills of a superior quality in its students founded by italian
bookshop assistant rodolphe julian 1839 1907 in 1868 the institution continually
thrived and expanded by 1890 julian had organized nine different ateliers five for men
and four for women

106
206

beginning students drew from plaster casts but later moved to

the life room where they sketched from nude models

201
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john hafen an art student in paris
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john fairbanks to lillie fairbanks
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were exposed to the critique of professors on wednesdays and saturdays

208

since

students had a limited amount of direct contact with their teachers john noted

where

sic it not from the instruction we get from the advanced scholars and what we can pick
up by looking around we would not gain much by going to school but as it is we can get

what we want from those who have studied for years

O
0 209

such an approach was typical

of academic art schools at this time period drawing had to be mastered before artists
attempted to paint therefore students spent long hours in the classroom often working
on the same drawing for three to four weeks 0210O

this endeavor served the utah artists

well since they needed to be taught basic drawing skills
skillS

21
211

yet despite the traditional

emphasis on academic figure studies many julian students later embraced radical
techniques

212

thus

the effect of study at

as one scholar noted

julians

is also evident

in the work of those who painted landscapes and who espoused styles such as

impressionism that were antithetical to academic ideals

213

julian recruited an illustrious group of artists to criticize the students work among
jean paul laurens
his earliest professors were jules lefebvre and tony robert fleury and later jeanpaul
who like julian had all studied with leon cogniet at the ecole des beaux arts benjamin
jean paul laurens and francois flamang
constant who teamed with jeanpaul
flameng had like julian studied
Ca
banel gustave boulanger who teamed with lefebvre had been a student of delaroche
cabanel
under cabanela
catherine fehrer new light on the academic julian and its founder rodolphe julian 126
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kirk fairbanks family in the west 228
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84

in an effort to prepare his students for the difficulties of displaying a work in the
concours each week a
salon or other exhibitions julian developed a system known as concours
concouris

concours
concouris of design was held in which the masters selected the best drawing

14
214

at the end

of the month the masters judged each of these pictures and the best one received a cash
prize

215

although pleased with the training available at the julian fairbanks often reacted
in shock as he witnessed the loose morals and general lack of manners among his fellow
16
26
students

crude speech loud laughter excessive noise conflict and harsh competition

dominated the area furthermore a thick vapor of cigarette smoke encompassed the

unventilated air making it difficult to breathe yet overall john felt pleased with the
institution in which he had the privilege to study and found the training he received
invaluable but he admitted

in fact taking the julian school as a whole it is not a

desirable place to go to only for the purpose of learning and yet it is one of the best
schools of art in the world so considered 1I believe

2 17

although its exterior was

unimpressive the school was of immense artistic value to a man of fairbanks limited
professional background

catherine fehrer women at the academic julian in paris 136 the burlington
magazine november 1984 754 1889 748 749
214

215

con cours for a prize of 100 francs every month at
As noted earlier there was a concours
concouris

julians

art
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purpose of the art mission

the

paris

art mission

was more than an educational experience

18
2218

like other

mormon missions church leaders viewed it as a divinely sanctioned call a request for
artists to prepare to paint murals in an edifice considered most sacred due to the
willingness of the church to offer financial support for the art missionaries particularly
during a time when it was undergoing extreme financial duress the first presidency

demonstrated a sense of confidence in the selected men

2 199

furthermore the leaders

viewed the mission as a means to produce works for the church spread the gospel
message through future artwork and enhance artistic skills in utah upon returning to
their home the missionaries would be expected to share their skills through the works
they created and the students they taught elder george Q cannon expressed this view in
a letter written to john

hafen you will become very useful and be the means of doing

much good at home in imparting to others some of the knowledge and skill that you are

218
211

it was not just artists sent as missionaries to prepare for the completion of the salt
lake temple for example on 13 july 1891 the missionary committee of the church set james
F woods apart for a mission to england to gather genealogical records holzapfel every stone
a sermon 37
219
29

the church went into debt about 300000

as a result of the edmunds
since the government received all

tucker act and

anti polygamy legislation and
church funds
other forms of antipolygamy
tithing receipts dropped from an average of more than 500000 per year during the 1880s to a
little more than 300000 in 1890 ultimately the edmunds tucker law caused the church to
move from creditor status into a debt of over half a million dollars leonard arrington great
basin kingdom economic history of the latter day saints 1830 1900 lincoln university of
nebraska press 1959 reprint university of nebraska press 1966 400 401
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obtaining and also in giving pleasure to those who have a taste for art

therefore

while residing in paris church leaders did not encourage the art missionaries to
proselytize or preach rather they asked them to develop their artistic skills so they
could subsequently enhance the cultural atmosphere of utah and the church explaining
the purpose of the mission to his wife fairbanks wrote
to the students

no that

is not our mission

as much as we possibly can

you ask if we preach the gospel

our mission

is to get acquainted with art

on another occasion he explained this is as much

221

mission as any man was ever on

a

JH young and many other men in high authority have

said that they consider it one of the most important missions that has been given to men
to fulfill

222

most important church leaders believed that everything relating to the

temple needed to be of a superior quality

this explains their willingness

to spend money

they could not spare to support artistic training certainly they believed the art mission
was not an individual affair but a church matter

223
123
223

furthermore the art missionaries

believed that painting in the temple was the greatest honor to come from this more than

if

1I had conferred upon me all the kingly crowns of this earth
1I
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the murals to be of the highest possible quality for they would be decorating sacred
ordinance rooms in temples of god second best would not suffice and thus the
missionaries wanted the

lords

name to be glorified through

the arts

225

certainly

leading authorities considered developing artistic skills so they could paint murals in the

salt lake temple a crucial undertaking since the work of these artists would affect
generations of saints

although financed by the church to study art in paris the mormon missionaries
were not asked to create religious art instead they cultivated a religious attitude as they
approached their work and identified the influence of god in their surroundings

fairbanks and the other missionaries did not view the world as a temporal sphere they
saw it as

gods creation hence they viewed landscapes

and natural scenes as reflections

of deity that needed to be captured on canvas since the artists would be painting murals
in the

salt lake temple

it was particularly important that they learned to paint scenery in

a manner that not only reflected explicit detail but also a sense of the

the world

divine origins of

for this reason landscape painting became their focus and according to hafen

they ceased to look for mechanical effect of minute finish for individual leaves blades

of grass or aped imitation of things

226
221

instead they looked for smell for soul for

feeling for the beautiful in line and color

225
221
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because they had a unity of purpose the

john B fairbanks journal perry special collections
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88

men not only viewed the experience as a personal privilege but also as a collective

opportunity to consecrate their talents to god As two LDS historians have noted

the art

mission was not just a financial arrangement rather it reflected a true sense of divine

purpose

2288

while providing the opportunity for fairbanks and his colleagues to study art
mormon leaders also offered substantial encouragement and support

the first

presidency wrote letters to the missionaries and the church met their financial
close with us
exceedinglyclose
obligations even while making comments such as money is exceedingly
now we have had the most stringent times for three months past

22
229

notwithstanding

the general lack of resources they always provided money for the missionaries when

reflecting on the aid received fairbanks noted in gratitude

the authorities of the

church look upon it as being a great and important mission and so do 1I

1I

think the spirit

of our mission is resting upon us very much and 1I think god will bless us inasmuch as we
put our trust in him which we are striving to do

230

fairbanks was aware of the

importance of his work and he took the opportunity seriously he not only wanted to

improve his art he also wanted to assist his church therefore he had to immerse

himself in his environment and develop artistic skill

early feelings about art in paris
228

bradley and durham 104 105
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initially fairbanks had a very primitive perspective of art although he knew that
professional training would prove invaluable and he understood the benefits of
education he did not understand that becoming an artist would be a continuous journey
rather than an immediate destination thus he entered the academic julian believing he
could become a proficient artist within one year

231

since fairbanks was a thirty four

year old husband and father who felt deeply concerned about the financial status and
well being of his family he developed a determination to learn as much as he could in a
wellbeing

limited time period already he felt behind in his achievements and thus he became
anxious to overcome the weaknesses he feared permeated his work furthermore since
he was aware of the relative brevity of the period he understood his time constraint

these reasons coupled with his naivete led to the hope that he could perfect his work
immediately

to utilize his time

fairbanks developed an intense schedule he arose at 530

am and after getting ready for the day devoted half an hour to the study of anatomy or
french

232

then after arriving

at school he drew for several hours

during lunch he

continued his study of anatomy followed by another four hours of sketching after
arriving home and completing chores fairbanks returned to night classes for three hours

returning to the apartment he went to bed notwithstanding the intense pressure and
231
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A study of anatomy enables artists to create more accurate representations of the
human body as they come to understand its physical structure johns son sculpture avard
fairbanks attended medical school so he could have a more complete knowledge of how the
human body is formed and he received a degree in anatomy

90
endless requirements he faced he would make remarks such as 1 I can see the hand of the

lord in opening

the way for me all the way through and 1I trust that now 1I am here he will

not leave me to myself but that he will help me in my studies as he helped me to get here
I1 rejoice and thank

god every day of my life for this privilege

99233
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besides obtaining knowledge in school the artist also sought to learn from his
surroundings

in letters to his wife he described scenes people events and professional

works of art by viewing sculptures paintings architecture and other artistic renditions
artists creations his exposure to renowned works
ofartistscreations
fairbanks furthered his appreciation of
artistscreations

allowed him to envision what artists could produce these original paintings left a lasting
impression on fairbanks and served as the foundation upon which he constructed his
professional understanding of art reflecting the general feelings of the missionaries
concerning the sites they viewed hafen noted

language is feeble to explain the benefit a sojourn in the city of paris imparts to an
aspirant for knowledge for it is not only within the walls of a school room that one
learns lessons but from the monuments of architectural skill and taste which adorn
its boulevards the combined skill of centuries of sculptors art which have
enriched its galleries and magnificent parks likewise the inspirations of the artist
thrown upon canvas of which this city is a veritable storehouse spanning art history
234
this
from its earliest period to
progressive nineteenth century

just residing in paris served as an educational experience for the utah artists
in addition to benefitting
bene fitting from the cultural value of paris fairbanks also learned
the basic fundamentals of the craft

like other art schools of the time

the academic

233

john fairbanks to lillie fairbanks
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julian focused on drawing the human figure since such work taught the students a sense
of human form and shape developing this skill became essential this work particularly
fitted fairbanks who had never considered developing the technique although he
benefitted
bene
feared he was making little progress as he sketched he later realized that this daily
exercise enhanced his ability to paint

235

while pleased with the opportunity to associate with other artists the general lack
of progress among a majority of the student body at the julian disappointed fairbanks
many of his associates admitted that they had been attending the institution for years and
were still far from completing their education although slightly discouraged by such
statements fairbanks consoled himself with the teachings of his youth recognizing that

if he did not excel it would not be for lack of study

236

for he knew

his training had a

significant purpose recalling his desire to study in paris he wrote to his wife lillie

how 1I do appreciate this great privilege it is really wonderful and miraculous when 1I
think of it how plainly lillie do we see the answer to my continuous prayers for this
opportunity you remember how I1 used to pray for it every morning and evening do you
237
not237
not

relying on faith
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after settling into his daily routine and becoming familiar with other students
john saw minimal progress in his work although aware of his limited knowledge he
believed diligence would allow him to overcome anything he lacked

238

at one point he

discussed the possibilities of improvement with james taylor harwood who had studied
at the academic julian and the ecole de beaux

arts harwood implied that little change

could be seen in an artists work within the first six months of study when recounting
this conversation fairbanks remarked but he does not know what the

through faith and prayers

lord

239

lord can do

1I

A month later the artist noted 1 I can see the hand of the

in opening the way for me all the way through and 1I trust that now 1I am here he will

not leave me to myself but that he will help me in my studies

240

by exercising such

faith and working constantly fairbanks progressed although he admitted
study the less know or rather the more see there is to learn
1I

1I

the more 1I

241

As a student at the academic julian fairbanks credited every accomplishment to
the help of god

the letters he wrote to his wife lillie reflect his experiences

and

thoughts about his work since he shared his innermost feelings with his spouse one can
conclude that he was not only explaining an outward commitment but also an inward

august 1890 JBFC Spring
ville museum of
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belief fairbanks knew god would support and strengthen him however despite the
improvements reflected in his skill he noted that he could still see an awful mountain
before me

242
142
141
242

Fairbanks comments often display discouragement yet intertwined throughout
fairbankscomments
such statements are phrases of determination

he prayed that the lord would bless him in

his efforts and then he worked in diligence even when successful he did not consider
the achievement his alone

on one occasion he wrote my drawing last week the

professor said was very good especially the head quite a number of the students
complimented me on it that is they told me it was by far the best that they had seen me
do

of course this made me feel well but I see that 1I have a very very great deal to learn
1

yet 1I fear that 1I fail to acknowledge the hand of the

pray for his assistance in future

243143
243

lord

in my success thus far and 1I

his unwavering faith gave him the strength to bear

his trials and develop skills

fairbanks did not go to paris with selfish motives and did not seek prestigious
honors or wealth

he had left his home

family and familiar surroundings to follow a

path of which he had formerly been unaware but the utah artist felt frightened lonely

homesick and often discouraged he feared failure yet anticipated success fairbanks
noted progress in others while questioning his own lack of improvement

he had hopes

for his future while wondering what tomorrow would bring although one cannot

142
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recreate his personal moments of reflection an analysis of his personality leads to the

possibility and even the probability that he often shed tears of frustration

the

missionary knew what he was but he consistently questioned who he would become it
was during this time that john B fairbanks learned to see the reflection of an artist within

himself

despite his insecurity and discouragement fairbanks continued to place his trust
in a higher source and attempted to remain optimistic noting that it would be easy to

if 1I would 1I could look upon the dark

become overwhelmed and discouraged he wrote

side of things and make myself miserable and the world seem gloomy and my mission to

be a failure but life is too short to make half of it gloomy and sad therefore 1I have
resolved to make it all as bright as possible

14
244

this goal shaped his personality

and he

adhered to it even when facing the most discouraging moments such as when he felt
incompetent for his task
A

period of frustration

in april 1891 fairbanks faced the most difficult period of his mission during

acad6mie were submitting their works to be considered for
this time students at the academic
cours or in the salon although he became determined to
concours
display on the wall of the con
concouris
see his work on the wall

the judges rejected them

245
241
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when explaining the process of

selection to lillie he wrote in sincerity 1 I want one of mine to get on the wall if it is the
will of god but if it is not his will then 1I desire not to get one on the wall 1I am very

144
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much pleased with the progress 1I have made and 1I feel to praise the
blessings

14
246

lord for his

for the remainder of the month fairbanks felt discouraged with what he

viewed to be a lack of success although his letters seem to reflect a relaxed attitude one
can sense the internal struggles and feelings of failure that he experienced eventually

each of the art missionaries with the exception of fairbanks had a piece chosen for

he

display

stated simply

1I

alone remain now

247141
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247

initially he ignored the pain he felt

since 1I have had time to reflect that all of the boys have got into the

but then admitted

248
up9248
concours
con
cours but me it almost breaks me up
concouris

overwhelming feelings of discouragement and frustration limited fairbanks
ability to produce a substantial work the following week

he tried to create a piece

worthy of display but instead discovered it was with the greatest difficulty that 1I was
able to make a drawing last week that was at all satisfactory in fact 1I was not able to make
one satisfactory

249

again he tried to respond with an optimistic view and suggested

that his lack of success would strengthen his determination

22500

however he later

admitted
think if others win prizes why not 1I but when 1I consider where I1 started 1I feel 1I
have no reason to be discouraged and yet at times in spite of myself 1I can not sic
but feel a little peculiar to think 1I am the only one from utah who has failed to get a
1I
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drawing in the congour
con
concour
cour still 1I could not help it 1I did my best it is not because they
211
stud died sic as hard as 1I could 251
have studdied
sturdied
sturdied sic harder than 1I for 1I have studdied

these heartrending statements reflect the struggles of a man who tried and thought he
failed being surrounded by those who received recognition added to his agony perhaps
he began to question his own ability and doubted the probability of success in future

training when lillie responded to the letter she concluded that his anxiety affected his
work with compassion she stated 1 I do not believe that you are much behind the rest but
you got so nervous and too

anxiousj when 1I got the letter before this last one 1I was

washing 1I felt so bad that my tears mixed with the suds
blues

252152
252

1I

tell you it gave me the

although the couple lamented this experience at the time they later recognized

its positive consequences

an extended call
the

art missionaries originally planned to study at the academic julian for one

year they later received permission from elder george Q cannon to remain longer
though hafen left after a year because of financial difficulty at home after several
months of study fairbanks told his wife that he hoped 1 I may be permitted to stay untill
sic 1I can accomplish something both painting and drawing

253

then after experiencing

feelings of failure in april he developed a determination to receive more training

fairbanks related the following moment of insight to his companion

art
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was working so hard to get a drawing on the wall two weeks before the time came
1I felt that 1I would not be able to get one there 1
I asked the lord if it was his will that
such might be the case if 1I had succeeded 1I presume 1I would have gone home this
summer but as it is 1I feel that it is the will of the lord that 1I should stay untill sic 1I
am better qualified for the work that will be expected of us when we return home
and although 1I felt rather bad at the time when this feeling came over me it was very
214
114
consoling 254
1I

he knew leaving would be a mistake

251
255
211

lillie accepted this announcement without complaint she said john I1 want you
satisfied if it requires 2 years all right
to stay until you are satisfiedj

2256

hence periods of

discouragement motivated him to further pursue his studies and he eventually developed
skills and gained an understanding of art that proved invaluable to his future work it was

through studying a second year that fairbanks started to become an artist
A defining period of study

at one point fairbanks admitted
here but can see now
1I

217
257211
257

1I

never knew what an artist was till 1I came out

with time the missionary understood the importance of

professional training the need for constant improvement and the need to dedicate ones
life to the work As he realized results would not be immediate he stopped comparing

himself to others and began to focus upon his own improvement thus he sought means
to strengthen his technique and to further his understanding of art

art
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besides sketching in school fairbanks and the other missionaries traveled and
painted numerous scenes following the plein air tradition of the Bar
barbazon
bizon and
barbizon

impressionist artists

2588

in the summer of 1891 he spent his time in the small village of

Chilleurs under the tutelage of his mentor mr adolph schultz 259 initially fairbanks
chilleurs

instructor informed him that his skills as a painter needed to improve unwilling to allow
discouragement to prevail again he became determined to progress

260

inspired by the

simple beauty of his surroundings and relieved to be away from the corruption of paris
the art missionary painted from dawn to dusk even when drops of rain splattered onto his
canvas

261
16

paintings

by the end of the summer he had created over two hundred sketches and

this experience became helpful in his landscape renderings later on

the longer fairbanks painted

and sketched in the countryside and the further his

skills developed the more relaxed his letters became eventually the despair that had
permeated his previous accounts dwindled to nothing fairbanks consistently described
his favorable situation to his wife and recorded moments of success

he centered

his

258

it was common for art students to create academic sketches in the academies during
the school year but then to spend the summers painting in the country As one author noted
but summer excursions were more than vocations these times permitted students to paint
outdoors and to accumulate studies for later finishing in the studio the range of subject matter
expanded the work emphasized individualism rather than conformity to school conventions
and rules and was a significant transitional stage between being a student and a practicing artist
an american art student in paris 25
25
259

A friend of the art missionaries
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focus on landscape work and by the end of the summer he began taking lessons in

he

landscape painting As a result fairbanks creations displayed vast improvements
felt particularly pleased when his teacher informed him that he used color well

262
16

this

art missionary deserved this compliment since he had advanced from creating works with

dull and subdued tones to using bright and vibrant colors in his paintings

by the end of the summer fairbanks perspective of art had evolved and he
realized that one year of training would not be sufficient for the first time he understood
that his profession was a continual process and that he would always be working to
improve his style and technique fairbanks explained to his wife
made

263
26

recorded

artists are not so easily

however this did not dampen his enthusiasm for the profession rather he

1I1I have been so much interested in my work that I could hardly think of
1

anything else never was more interested in art than now
1I

264

he saw beauty everywhere

and as the summer progressed his confidence returned and he enhanced his skills

261
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recommencing school
prepared for another winter of hard work in school

fairbanks recommenced
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L
in
during the fall he resumed his hectic
october 189
study at the academic

schedule at the institution working from early in the morning until late in the evening

the more he worked

the better he understood how an artist can improve eventually he

knew diligence served as the key to success
the man
it is hard solid work that is going to make the artist rather than talent
who has the ambition to work whether he has much talent or not is likely to get
there while the man who has talent never will go there without work 1I have
therefore concluded to depend upon work and the help of the lord 1I work all day
and at night many of the boys ask me how I1 stand it well I1 can say thus far all
right and 1I hope I1 may all winter the great artists are men who have worked and
who still work the strongest students in school are those who work work work but
267
it
itd 1I feel happy while doing it
ita
to me there is pleasure in the work 1I love ltd

itj

for fairbanks

218
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art became a pleasure rather than a task

painting brought great joy to

him and he longed to share his perceptions of the world with others although strenuous
work he knew he must maintain his pace and learn all he could

eventually he

understood that his failures last spring and winter 1I think is my proffit sic this

winter

219
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As time passed fairbanks recognized the value of his education

definition of an artist to change

he explained to his wife

1 I had an

this caused his

idea before 1I left
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home that if 1I could get two solid years of study that would be all 1I would want but that
idea has been exploded a long time now and if you and the children were here and 1I had
money enough to carry me through 1I would spend five years here

270
170
270

yet more than

realizing time affected an artists progression he also realized that drawing is the
foundation of painting and that works he would have been content with two years earlier
no longer impressed him

171
271

soon fairbanks professors and associates noticed his progress during the fall of
his second year of study he reported to

lillie that one of his drawings had been highly

272
concourse
in addition professor lewis cass lutz
con
eon cours
considered for the concours
concouris

1855 1893 from

the cincinnati school of art informed him that he had never seen such rapid development
in an artist

27
273

and when he asked renowned artist and instructor at the julian benjamin

constant 1845 1902 for criticism constant merely informed him that if he wanted to
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be a landscape painter he had progressed sufficiently and that he needed to go into nature
so he could start painting

274
214

such a comment reflects the growing influence of the

Bar
barbazon
bizon school and impressionism for both groups of painters moved out of the studio
barbizon
and into their natural environment when creating landscapes although the art

barbazon
missionaries never mentioned the barbizon
Barbizon school or impressionism specifically they

at the beginning

became aware of their influences

of his study john hafen informed his

pussler sic when
wife that some of their paintings are daubed in such a way that one is pussled
2
275

right side up and when not
they are rightside

although unimpressed at first by the end of their

parisian study the missionaries began incorporating these techniques

with the permission of his professors fairbanks also spent much time copying
paintings in the louvre

a common practice in parisian art education

21
276

he wanted to

duplicate these masterpieces for his own family but he also hoped copies could be used to
expose utahns
utahna to classical works

277

while engaged in this endeavor he copied some of

his favorite paintings several of which have survived included among these is a

barbazon
Barbizon trained american tonalist george innes
reproduction of autumn oaks by barbizon
1825 1894

summer with rigolot
rigoulot

art
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the summer before his departure john worked under the personal
rigolot 1862 1932
landscape artist albert gabriel rigoulot

direction of

Barbizon painters rigolot
barbazon
rigoulot
like the barbizon

had a naturalistic approach to art and often concentrated on the effects of light as it

penetrates trees near bodies of water fairbanks was so impressed with the skill of his
teacher that he became determined to own one of his paintings hence he developed a
plan noting that the professor had the habit of altering his students creations he kept a
special canvas for moments when his mentor came to inspect his painting each time
rigoulot viewed his work fairbanks replaced his painting with this special project
rigolot

As

hoped the teacher added to the image by the time of its completion the painting was
rigoulot fig 2
essentially an unsigned work of rigolot

fairbanks teacher had a definite impact on his artistic style and further developed

rigolots
lots sometimes bright
his love of landscape painting one art historian noted that Rigo
and sometimes tonal naturalism blended naturalist and impressionist painting

methods

278

the painting

summer in the vale of
rigoulot uses simple
Chev reuse by rigolot
chevreuse
ofchevreuse

impressionist like strokes to portray the greenery of a bucolic scene fig 3 however the
clouds in the pale blue sky and the overall form of the trees are painted with the definite
lines of a naturalist artist since his professor created landscape paintings that reflected
Barbizon
barbizon painters as well as the technique of impressionism
the influence of the barbazon

fairbanks developed similar skills fairbanks son avard noted that this stylistic
influence came down in landscapes from jean baptiste camille corot 1796 1875 to

278
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vern G swanson et al utah art utah artists salt lake city gibbs smith

publisher 2001

40
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palou to rigolot
rigoulot and then to my father in its succession

2799

he continued father was a

man of profound spirit and gentle feeling and so he was influenced by this sensitivity and
the atmosphere and all the fine quality that one would understand and sense in the works

corot therefore fathers work had this same sensitiveness and feeling of solemnity
of
ofcorot
of his influence

280

this sensitivity is evident

in fairbanks paintings that depict

different aspects of nature such as hay fields and clusters of trees

grove reveals a tranquil and shady wood fig 4

for instance aspen

while the tall and stately trunks are

extremely realistic the leaves on the trees and the undergrowth appear impressionistic in
style

one stormy day fairbanks decided he would not allow poor weather to hinder his
work he ignored the rain and sought a place to paint after some searching he
discovered the perfect image an old french home

the

artist set up his umbrella and

rigoulot
Rigo lot who exclaimed
began to work As he painted he was greeted by rigolot

fairbanks all

18 fairbanks titled this skillful image backyard in
the time work all the time work 281

france fig

5

the main focus of the painting is an old country home portrayed

in soft

hues of brown and white and is surrounded by trees and shrubbery although portions of
the house are painted with definite lines this image portrays hints of impressionism rather

than the complete realism of his earlier works

the

small strokes used to paint the trees

Barbizon
barbazon
and the simplicity and peacefulness of the scenery typical of fairbanks reflect barbizon
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influence
As fairbanks developed an intense passion for this work his perceptions style
and ability improved by reflecting impressionism in his paintings he learned to capture

this is often demonstrated

a single moment on canvas

in his harvest scenes a recurring

subject in impressionist paintings when creating such images fairbanks lost concern
for topography and specific details

he simply displayed the beauty of fields and

conveyed the message of the continuing abundance of the earth as well as mans
282

civilizing influence

fairbanks titled one of his first landscape paintings in paris

grain stack in france fig

6

appears heavily impressionistic

although painted within months of his arrival this work

the three hay stacks

depicted in the painting are light

brown the ground is the same color although there are also some soft green yellow blue
and orange strokes

the

sky is a muted mixture of white and pale yellow hence this

work lacks specific detail and color when fairbanks painted this image he was yet to

develop a distinct sense of style and to become adept in his use of new techniques his
barbazon
Barbizon school impressionism and naturalism
later works reflect the unification of the barbizon
rigoulot on his style harvesting in
thus demonstrating the influence of rigolot

utah valley

is

painted in shades of gold green and blue and reveals some french impressionist
influence in the broken brush strokes brilliant sunlight and shadows painted in subdued
but rich color

fig 7

283

however the scenery in the painting contains more definite

form than the latter work like Rigo
rigolots
lots harvest scenes the men working in the field are

282
212

gibbs harvesting the light 45
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ibid 46
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background subjects rather than the dominant focus in painting this image fairbanks

emphasized the beauty of landscape because he attempted to capture a distinct site

184
284
114

with time fairbanks further improved his technique in his painting harvest the

the golden hay stacks

field is emanating light

contrast with the dark mountains and the

cluster of gray clouds gathering in the sky in this work he used light and shadow to
enhance the vibrancy of the field another picture fairbanks home captures perfectly
the tranquil serenity of a full moon reflecting its light on a soft white blanket of snow fig
8

the use of muted tones

and shades of blue black and gray evoke the stillness of the

night while the brightness of the moon illuminates a cozy dwelling As fairbanks subtly
contrasted light darkness and shadow in his paintings his works began to reveal more
depth

last months in paris
after completing

a second year

of training the missionaries received a letter from

george Q cannon and joseph F smith encouraging them to begin thinking about
artwork for the salt lake temple although they gave artists the option of remaining in
paris longer if they felt their training was incomplete nonetheless the letter ended with
the following request

we would like to get the benefit of the best artistic skill now in

the church in the decoration of this grand building

284

281
285211
285

church leaders later sent plans

nibid

wilford woodruff george Q cannon and joseph F smith to JW clawson lorus
pratt john fairbanks henry evans herman haag 18 april 1892 lorus pratt collection
ville museum of art
Spring
springville
281
285
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di
dimentions
and dimensions
mentions sic for the temple decorations so the artists could begin sketching

their thoughts drifted in the direction of the temple murals

286

and by the end of 1892 two

years following their arrival in paris each had returned home

conclusion

the murals in the salt lake temple
profound impact the paris

art mission

and fairbanks post paris art symbolize the

had on his works in 1890 he entered the city of

paris with a limited understanding of art two years later when he returned to utah

fairbanks captured the essence of his surroundings and placed his impressions of nature
on canvas

the paintings

he produced not only reflected professional training and the

barbazon
bizon school impressionism and naturalism they also displayed an
barbizon
influences of the Bar
appreciation for gods creations fairbanks studies at the academic julian enhanced his
confidence skill and vision as an artist

he also developed a deep determination to

pursue his talent and to use it to aid the LDS church fairbanks experiences in paris not
only influenced his career they also enhanced the cultural atmosphere of the mormon

church and of utah truly john B fairbanks became an artist while studying in paris
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CHAPTER 4
A

disposition AND DESIRE TO STUDY
THE ARTISTIC LEGACY OF
JOHN B FAIRBANKS

As an art missionary fairbanks shared the following comment with his wife 1I
take a great deal of pleasure in my work and 1I hope to be able to do something good

someday 1I have come to the conclusion that my only chance lies in the amount of good
hard work that 1I do and not in the great talent 1I possess 1I feel that the
some talent but better still a disposition and desire to study

fairbanks

lord has given me

8
287

disposition and desire to study dominated his artistic career even

when public recognition eluded him despite the difficulties he encountered as an artist
he remained optimistic and continued to pursue his professional dreams

although the

degree of his success may seem minimal in explicit terms his implicit effects on utah and

mormon art become evident in light of his post paris art experiences

the murals of

fairbanks helped paint in the salt lake temple beautified rooms that would be used for
the sacred ordinance of the endowment moreover he worked to further artistic

appreciation and awareness in utah as a teacher and as a painter fairbanks also served as
187
287

of art

john B fairbanks to lillie fairbanks 20 december 1891 JBFC springville
Spring ville museum

110

the official painterphotographer
painter photographer of the benjamin cluff expedition most important he
left a grand artistic legacy by training his sons J

leo and avard fairbanks

to work as

professional artists

construction of early temples
shortly following the organization of the church of jesus christ joseph smith
announced the need to construct temples through the selfless sacrifices and diligent
efforts of church members a beautiful yet simple edifice was constructed on the hill
overlooking the small town of kirtland ohio completed and dedicated on 27 march
1836 the kirtland

temple served as a temple of restoration in which moses elias and

elijah appeared in vision and the sacred ordinances of washing and anointing were
restored

288

later

as enemies forced

the latter

day saints to move from ohio and into

missouri church members had to abandon the sacred structure on 26 april 1839 the

saints began laying the foundation for another temple in far west missouri again

cormons to leave a temple site and thus they did not complete
ruthless mobs forced the mormons
Eli
nii
nols patterns of
nois
illinois
and dedicate a similar edifice until 30 april 1846 in nauvoo nil

persecution continued and after being forced to begin their migration westward the

mormons
cormons had to desert yet another temple
As early as 1834 smith had prophesied that the saints would build temples in the

2288

doctrine and covenants 110

lii
ili
ill

111
III

rocky mountains

289

later apostles brigham young and wilford woodruff also saw the

salt lake temple in vision on one occasion brigham young explained five years ago
last july 1I was here and saw in the spirit the temple not ten feet from where we have laid
the chief corner stone

it was laid before me 1I have never looked upon that ground

but the vision of it was there 1I see it as plainly as if it was in reality before me

wilford woodruff shared

290

when in the western country many years

a similar experience

ago before we came to the rocky mountains 1I had a dream 1I dreamed of being in these

mountains and of seeing a large fine looking temple erected in one of these valleys which
was built of cut granite stone 1I saw that temple dedicated and 1I attended the dedicatory

services

291
29

the importance of the salt lake temple to these church leaders cannot be

denied

only four days after arriving in the salt lake valley brigham young announced
the location for the next house of god

292
212

noting the significance of this sacred structure

he declared 1 I want to see the temple built in a manner that it will endure through the

millennium

1I

want that temple to stand as a proud monument of the faith

perseverance and industry of the saints of god in the mountains in the nineteenth

wilford woodruff conference report
jesus christ of latter day saints 57
289
281
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290
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raynor everlasting spires

11

april 1898 salt lake city the church of
I1

salt lake city deseret book 1974

112
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century

perhaps this statement partially explains why church leaders sent official

church architect truman

0

angell on a short mission to europe to study architectural

genea ological
influences why five men served as art missionaries in paris and why a geneaological
genecological

missionary searched for historical records in europe in preparation for the dedication of
the salt

lake temple unlike past temples this edifice was endure

notwithstanding the anticipation of the saints as they longed for the completion
of the temple construction of this structure proved to be a slow and cumbersome process

while the salt lake temple was still under construction the st george manti and
logan temples were completed finally following approximately forty years of
construction on 4 august 1892 president wilford woodruff announced that the salt

lake temple would be dedicated on 6 april

1893

mural painting in america
during the eighteenth century wall paintings similar to decorative wallpaper
could be found in the homes of wealthy americans

294

over a century later in the 1850s

constatino brumidi received the first large public mural commission for the capitol in
washington DC occasionally similar commissions for murals in civic and religious
buildings followed throughout the succeeding decades john
1876 murals in the

294

1835 1910

trinity church in boston served as a noteworthy example yet

despite the importance of such works

291
293

barges
la farges

those few murals

fostered no distinguished

watt JD vol 17
254
17254

marian wardle the boom in american mural decoration 1893 1915 easel
painters rise to the challenge 14 december 1890 art history 689b university or maryland
college park maryland 2

113

nor sustained beginning for that form of art in america at that time

295

it was not until

the late nineteenth century that the demand for murals in american public buildings

grew

196
296
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this occurred as a post civil war building boom created a need for decoration

increased wealth led to patronage and american artists adopted french mural painting
techniques

29
297

by the columbian exposition of 1893 in chicago the boom in american

mural painting developed strongly and this genre of painting provided decoration for
public buildings such as court houses state capitols banks hotels and churches

298

ironically the art missionaries began painting murals in the salt lake temple early that
same year As a result of european academic training in figure painting most murals
created in public buildings at this time represented allegorical figures
painted in the temple however were landscapes

the murals

the landscape subject matter may have

Barbizon and
barbazon
resulted from mural traditions in earlier temples and the artists exposure to barbizon
impressionist influences but the impetus to decorate walls with murals was clearly a
trend of the day

early utah murals

cormons settled in utah the endowment house
not long after the mormons

a temporary

structure in which individuals could receive sacred temple ordinances prior to the

james scales watrous mural paintings in the united states A history of its style
and technique phd dissertation university of wisconsin 1939 39
9
295

29
296

new muses 50
wardle

298
28

1

new muses 50

114

completion of the temples was constructed on the northwest corner of the salt lake
temple grounds

the first presidency dedicated this simple structure on 5 may 1855

A year later artist william

endowment house
began in colonial

300

ward painted trees animals and plants on the walls of the

these simple scenes were likely similar to the wall paintings that

times and that they served as a forerunner for later temple murals

later immigrant artists were commissioned
lake theater

03O
02

299

301

to paint scenery in the newly constructed salt

following their early precedents as temples were completed church

leaders asked artists to enhance the beauty of these sacred structures with mural paintings
in 1878 dan weggeland and

logan temple

303

CCA christensen

decorated the ceiling and cornice of the

later they along with william armitage

kirkham 1845 1886 painted murals in this temple

304

then

1817 1890 and

reuben

in 1881
1881 christensen

1931 painted murals in the st george
weggeland and samuel jepperson 1855 1931
temple fairbanks was commissioned to paint the world room in this temple from
1917 1918

then later collaborated on murals in the creation room and the telestial room

299
299brigham
brigham young heber C kimball jedediah M grant orson hyde orson pratt
wilford woodruff ezra T benson daniel H wells W W phelps J W cummings and
samuel L sprague were in attendance at the dedication journal history 5 may 1855 1
300

obrien

301

ibid

13

richard L jensen and richard G oman CCA christensen 1831 1912 mormon
immigrant artist salt lake city the corporation of the church of jesus christ of latter day
302

saints 1984

13

303

jensen and oman C
CA christensen 18
CCA

304

journal history 2 april 1892
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of the manti temple

305

the creation room murals included scenes of volcanoes

dinosaurs and a variety of wild and domesticated animals

the tradition of including

mural paintings in temple ordinance rooms continued until the completion of the

angeles temple in 1956

los

301
306

creating murals in the salt lake temple
in 1892 wilford woodruff announced that the individuals working on the salt

lake

foreordained
ordained to do so
temple had been fore

307
30

this comment provides further insight

into why church leaders organized an art mission during a time of financial duress

they

believed that only the best skills should be used to adorn the sacred edifice in salt lake

city since the art missionaries had experience in plein air landscape painting had been
barbazon
Barbizon and impressionist painters and had received academic training they
exposed to barbizon
were adequately prepared for the task following their return from paris to utah church

leaders discussed the interior design of the temple

308

they likely requested landscape

scenes similar to those in previous temples

church leaders later met with the artists who requested 17000 remuneration for

3305

richard loman C CA christensen 20 christensen later painted a mural of the
angel moroni delivering the gold plates to joseph smith in the ephraim tabernacle 24
30
306

talmage house of the lord 226

107
307

foreordination is the belief that an individual was called to do something before his or
her birth scott kenney wilford woodruffe
woodruffs journal 1833 1898 vol 9 midvale utah
signature books 1983 1984
308
0

kenney wilford woodruff journal vol 9

5

january 1893 236

116

painting two rooms

309

although the church could not afford to provide such a

substantial sum it agreed to pay the artists 300 a month

3310
0

As the artists were creating

the temple murals the american economy was experiencing a severe financial
anti polygamy legislation had restricted tithing
depression furthermore years of antipolygamy

contributions and severely limited church funds thus once again the willingness of

church leaders to provide financial support for the artists indicates the importance of
these murals to the completion of the salt

lake temple ultimately the decision to

sponsor training for the best of the new generation of latter day saint artists not only
affected the quality of mural paintings in salt lake but also in future temples such as
those located in hawaii alberta and arizona as well as influencing the decision to
14

require the finest contributions of

artists in every aspect of temple construction

311

in january 1893 fairbanks hafen pratt evans and weggeland began painting in

the salt

lake temple

312

while embracing this sacred privilege fairbanks lived in the

309

one scholar noted

3310

kenney wilford woodruff journal vol 9

311

oman images of faith 44

according to LDS church financial records based on the amounts
of money paid to each participating artist hafen did the greatest amount of work followed by
pratt and fairbanks with evans and dan weggeland receiving equal amounts A minimal
amount was paid to alfred lambourne for several paintings which were hung in the temple
swanson utah painting and sculpture 42

312

12

january 1893 236

since hafen returned from the art missionary a year earlier than the other artists he
likely started painting in the temple prior to their return
fairbanks later painted replacement murals in the st george temple and assisted in the
restoration of damaged sections in the salt lake temple as well as painting in the mesa
arizona temple images of faith 53 haseltine 23 and eugene fairbanks interview
following johns death the following was announced in general conference john B
fairbanks widely known utah artist whose murals adorn the interior of the salt lake st

117

home of apostle joseph F smith
from the former art missionary

at this time

one of smiths daughters took art lessons

313

although church leaders asked the artists to paint specific themes depicting
faithful reproductions of nature

they provided few other instructions

314

they simply

wanted the artists to use the murals to enhance the religious impact of the temple and
the endowment ceremony

an unpublished

study by historian richard bennett implies

that church leaders supported the art mission because they hoped paris training would
prepare the artists to paint superior murals in sacred ordinance 35 before 1877
endowments were a sacred ritual conducted for the living only

they had not been

practiced for the dead as well as the living as in other temple ordinances

for many years wilford woodruff officiated

in the endowment house to perform

sacred ordinances he also participated actively in vicarious ordinances for the dead
in 1877 woodruff was called to preside over the newly completed

at this time he encouraged

316

st george temple

the saints to perform work for their deceased ancestors yet

he also inaugurated vicarious temple ordinance work for those unrelated to living church

george and mesa temples passed away david 0 mckay conference report october 1940
5

john B fairbanks collection of john B fairbanks 1855 1940 archives of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah
313

314

315

degraw

35

richard bennett

line upon line precept upon precept an exploratory study into

the beginnings of endowments for the dead 1877

1

unpublished manuscript

thomas G alexander things in heaven and earth the life and times of wilford
woodruff a mormon prophet salt lake city signature books 1991 201
316

118

members

311
317

on 9 january

woodruff noted that endowment work began to be

1877

performed vicariously for the dead in the

st george temple

3318
8

thus temple attendance

increased as people began performing vicarious endowment work

319

with the

completion of the st george temple church leaders knew that a much larger number of

saints would regularly enter the sacred edifice to participate in endowment ceremonies
for their ancestors and others and thus they understood the need for rooms that reflected
the appropriate atmosphere and enhanced the sacred nature of this work

this knowledge

churche willingness to support a group of art missionaries
most likely contributed to the churchs
at such a financially destitute time for the church so they wanted to receive substantial

artistic training that would affect the temple murals so they could be aesthetically
appealing and reflect the importance of the temple ordinances
sacred endowment ritual required that rooms be decorated as the garden of

the

eden the fallen world into which adam and eve were cast after partaking of the
forbidden fruit and the three degrees of glory or spiritual progression available after
temporal death

310
320

in his thesis monte B degraw explains

the creation room

shows the treatment of subjects as they actually are water rocks and atmospheric
conditions are represented in naturalistic detail to give a visual effect of the creation of
the world

the garden room

treats the natural subjects of trees mountains water and

311
317

ibid 215

318
38

kenney wilford woodruff journal vol

3199

richard bennett

3320

gibbs harvesting the light 36

line upon line

1

7

9

january 1877

119

animals according to the doctrine of reality

the world room

depicts animal life with

an emphasis on the struggle for survival among the animals of the world

rooms in the salt lake temple reflect bucolic scenes

johns experience

321
31

since the

as a landscape

artist proved beneficial to the work he produced in the temple

explaining the details of the garden of eden room in the salt lake temple elder

james E talmage explained
ceiling and walls are embellished with oil paintings the former to represent clouds
and sky with sun and moon and stars the latter showing landscape scenes of rare
lakeless and brooks waterfalls
beauty there are sylvan grottoes and mossy dells lakelets
and rivulets trees vines and flowers insects birds and beasts in short the earth
beautiful as it was before the fall it may be called the garden of eden room for
in every part and appurtenance it speaks of sweet content and blessed repose there
is no suggestion of disturbance enmity or hostility the beasts are at peace and the
birds live in amity

322

he continued with a description of the world room

the walls

are entirely covered with scenic paintings and the ceiling is pictured to
represent sky and cloud the earth scenes are in strong contrast with those in the
garden room below here the rocks are rent and riven the earth story is that of
mountain uplift and seismic disruption beasts are contending in deadly strife or
engaged in murderous attack or already rending their prey the more timorous
creatures are fleeing from their ravenous foes or cowering in half concealed retreats
there are lions in combat a tiger gloating over a fallen deer wolves and foxes in
hungry search on the summit of a rugged cliff is an eagles eyrie the mother and
her brood watching the approach of the male bird holding a lambkin in his claws
all the forest folk and the wild things of the mountain are living under the ever
present menace of death and it is by death they live the trees are gnarled
misshapen and blasted shrubs maintain a precarious roothold
root hold in rocky clefts
thistl
es cacti and noxious weeds abound and in one quarter a destructive
thorns whistles
thistles
zoz
storm is raging

321

degraw

322

talmage house of the lord 156 157

323

talmage house of the lord 158

35
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since the artists had not been assigned specific tasks in the temple more than one
individual usually painted a single scene often starting at opposite ends of the wall and
meeting in the middle

314
324
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although hafen painted more than the others fairbanks came

ma ority
arity of the project hafen and evans depicted scenes in the
second during the vast majority

garden of eden room while pratt painted foliage and weggeland painted animals
fairbanks spent his time creating much of the background scenery for this mural

later fairbanks weggeland

325

and evans worked together in an effort to create an accurate

portrayal of the lone and dreary world fairbanks held the prime responsibility for the
work completed on the ceiling in this room

321
326

when recalling the time spent painting in the salt lake temple fairbanks merely
recorded

jan feb and march of 1893 was spent in decorating the great salt lake

temple artists who saw the work said the work far surpassed their expectation

327321
327

perhaps his lack of documentation concerning this event not only reflects the time
constraints he faced but also the sacred nature of the work he performed

of the rooms being decorated with murals

two the garden room and the telestial

324
124

23
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haseltines
tineS
haseltine

325

swanson utah painting and sculpture 98 gibbs 36
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swanson utah painting and sculpture 98

321
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john B fairbanks
perry special collections

sketch of the life of john hafen

john B fairbanks collection

121

world room were completed in time for the 6 april 1893 dedication

12
328

recalling the

events of this sacred thursday talmage explained in his journal

the temple is a noble structure

grandly arranged and appointed cost has not been
an obstacle in fitting up this house of god no superfluous or showy decoration has
been allowed but everything is rich beautiful and above all appropriate during
the entire service a fierce wind raged approaching at times the fury of a hurricane
the dedicatory service was simple and impressive excellent music most of the
pieces being specially composed for the occasion was rendered and the dedicatory
prayer was offered by president wilford woodruff
there were no strange or
bewildering manifestations of supernatural agencies during the service but the
power of god was there and the entire assembly felt it it was a holy place and
329
321
occasion

certainly fairbanks considered it a sacred privilege to contribute to such a fundamental
event in the history of mormonism

contributions to utah art

the art missionaries

created beautiful scenic murals in the salt lake temple yet

their influence did not end on the walls of this sacred structure the results of the paris

art

mission endured As one scholar explains this small group of artists served as the
nucleus of utahs art circle for years to come because they used their training to teach
art create and participate in art organizations and to paint and exhibit beautiful works

like his colleagues fairbanks committed himself to serving the saints by bringing

330

the

32
328

dedicatory sessions began on 6 april 1893 with the closing session held on 24 april
1893 over 82000 people participated in this sacred event raynor 158 159
329

james edward talmage journal 6 april 1893 james edward talmage collection
perry special collections
330

gibbs harvesting the light

3

122
331
33

refining influence of art to zion
missionary

he did not forget the promises he had made

as an art

to educate the saints by exposing them to artistic works

immediately following the completion of the temple murals fairbanks returned to

payson and rented a studio in which he offered art lessons

332

thus he entered the next

phase of his artistic career sharing with others the skills he had developed in paris so they
could cultivate similar abilities in their own artistic attempts

the fairbanks family later

moved to provo so their children could attend high school without living away from
home while residing in this town fairbanks initially worked in the photography studio

of tom daniels later his son J leo and he set up their own studio called fairbanks

art studio on union block

333

art societies
As noted the art missionaries contributed to art advancement and education in

utah just two years following their return from paris they organized the society of utah
artists one of the main promoters of art in salt

331
334
the
at
time
in conjunction
city
lake

with the other art missionaries fairbanks served as a charter member of this organization

the society thrived

and ultimately led to the founding of the utah

art institute in

1899

horne introduced the legislation which allowed the utah art institute to
alice merrill home

331
33

gibbs harvesting the light

33
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florence fairbanks

333

kirk fairbanks family in the west 233

334

seifrit letters from paris

3

the life of john B fairbanks perry special collections

202

74

123

become the first state supported institute of fine arts

33
335

As vice president of this

organization fairbanks became highly involved in its development after donating a
copy of robins the holy family which he had painted john worked in a successful
effort to double the state appropriations for the utah

art

institute

336

art education
in addition to establishing art organizations the art missionaries contributed to
artistic training throughout the state shortly following the completion of the temple
murals hafen began teaching at brigham young academy
and evans to share his salary and teach some of the classes

he later invited fairbanks
337

together the three men

succeeded in establishing the art department at this institution later hafen served as the
first art supervisor in the public school system of ogden utah

he eventually resigned

his position to fairbanks who remained in that capacity for the remainder of the 1898

school year

18
338

shortly thereafter fairbanks received a teaching appointment at the LDS

319
college in salt lake city 339

As an artist fairbanks felt the responsibility to teach and train others so they

could cultivate their own techniques

33
335

leek

13
336

eugene fairbanks interview

he did not expect his students

to imitate his work

4

john fairbanks to BF larson 4 december 1937 john B fairbanks file museum of
art brigham young university provo utah
331
337

338

ibid

339

swanson 43

124

rather he sought to instill within them an enthusiasm for art and a determination to pursue
a career in this field

his sons J

to accomplish such goals

leo and avard

he encouraged young artists particularly

to understand the significance of their work and to seek

opportunities for further training

before serving as an art missionary fairbanks noticed his son J

leos artistic

skill while working in paris he encouraged the young boy to pursue his passion hoping

fervently that he would not lose his interest in drawing
enthusiasm and his own passion for art young

14
340

affected by his fathers

leo excitedly reported

his artistic

advancement in the letters he wrote to his father while he studied in paris on learning
that J

leo

had won an art contest fairbanks was overjoyed

reminded his wife

341
14

on one occasion he even

1I said 1I wanted to get an education so I could teach leo
1I

I1 feel more that way now than ever

1

34
342

well sic

after returning home from paris fairbanks

involved his sons in his own career encouraged them to pursue parisian study and
provided them with the educational opportunities he had lacked as a young man

commenting on his fathers willingness to guide him

J

leo once said my fathers

attitude his willingness to sacrifice everything to his art has been an inspiration to me
and 1I firmly believe has changed my whole career without his example 1I would have

undoubtedly followed a more lucrative career

341
340

john fairbanks to lillie fairbanks

341

john fairbanks to leo fairbanks

342

john fairbanks to lillie fairbanks

343
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bradley and durham 103
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2
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ville museum of art
springville
july 1890 JBFC Spring

february
8

avard too noted his fathers

1891 JBFC Spring
ville
springville

museum of art

august 1890 JBFC Spring
ville museum of art
springville

125

determination to see his sons succeed As an adult he reflected on the trip his father and
he had made to paris and commented that it was a well thought out plan and one which
my father had envisioned and had well calculated to carry forth a very fine and thorough

training for myself looking for a rather brilliant future 1I have now great admiration for
my father in this matter

314
344
344

fairbanks sons knew that his encouragement and support

led to their ultimate success as artists

even though fairbanks taught in art schools periodically such work never became
a permanent career for him

while he enjoyed teaching at brigham young academy and

LDS college and worked diligently as the art supervisor in ogden utah he did not

remain employed by any of these institutions for extended periods of time since
permanent jobs in the field of art rarely existed john usually received temporary
positions but despite his hope that he could sustain his family through landscape sales
he often had to turn to other forms of employment when finances became tight

paintings

the easel as well

as mural paintings the art missionaries created on their return

home proved to be some of the most significant contributions they made to the

development of artistic skill and aesthetic appreciation in utah like many other

american artists at the time the utah painters embraced landscape painting and often
Bar
bizon influence and impressionism in their work and moved away
reflected hints of barbazon
barbizon
from the overly romantic and dramatic creations of earlier artists

344
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eugene fairbanks interview

341
345

oman images of faith 411 gibbs harvesting the light 44

341
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141

in addition to

126

improving their general technique author linda jones gibbs explains that the artists also
ioni
loni SM
impressionism
created a regional form of american impress
impressions
impressioni

346

avard fairbanks further implied

that the work of the art missionaries initiated an interest in culture in the american west
and that their coming back and their work was the beginning of what we should call

the western school of painting in the united states

347

in many ways fairbanks artistic creations fit within his cultural environment

like his colleagues

his work emphasized utah landscape particularly focusing on hay

fields and other scenery most familiar to him noting the significance of such images to

johns work

one author explains

there are obvious depictions of his love of the land

and a tender treatment of it as in harvest in utah valley or in the state collections

moonlight or BYUs farm house and barn

34

thus his paintings not only reflect the

beauty of his surroundings but also the exterior appeals of the mormon community and
a glimpse into his own physical surroundings

by painting rural farm scenes fairbanks

approached the topic he knew best and as a result created several outstanding works

despite the lack of recognition fairbanks received for his paintings he displayed
works at exhibitions held by various art organizations as well several small private
shows although many of his works were overlooked and criticized he occasionally
received praise for his creations for example in 1899 he received forty dollars for his
oil painting evening at

harvest time and he later earned an honorable mention for his

14
346

gibbs harvesting the light 43

347

eugene fairbanks interview

348

swanson utah painting and sculptor 98

127

painting indian summer

349

eventually time and practice led to further improvement of

fairbanks skill the works he created in the twentieth century in comparison to his
paintings of the previous century display improved technique and skill

350

notwithstanding moments of success fairbanks still struggled to receive
recognition as an artist even when he appeared content on the surface he often struggled
internally uncertain about which direction to follow to provide for his family though he
knew what he wanted to be he seemed unable to discover the path that led there in
many ways his success can be found in his search for a career more than in his career

itself for it was his quest for success that encouraged him to pursue various avenues and
pushed him to train and prepare two of his sons to embrace art careers

death of lillie

for several years

the fairbanks family continued to reside in provo utah one

day lillie stumbled while carrying fourteen month old avard in one arm and an oil lamp
in the other in her attempt to save her baby from injury and her home from being

consumed by fire she twisted her body as she fell and as a result sustained serious injury

following a period of extreme suffering she passed away

on 8

may 1898

351

shortly after

job as the art supervisor for
hafensjob
his beloved companions death fairbanks accepted chafens
hafens
the public school system of ogden utah as mentioned earlier

later

as fairbanks

taught at the LDS college benjamin cluff approached him and asked him to join an

349

swanson utah painting and sculpture 44
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oman images of faith 53

351
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kirk fairbanks family in the west 233
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expedition in search of book of mormon lands in south and central america

benjamin cluff expedition to south america
ofbrigham
benjamin cluff successor to karl G maeser served as the principal of
brigham
young academy from 1892 to 1900

cluff had dreamed of conducting

312
352
112

even before his appointment to this position

an extensive expedition to central and south

to scientifically prove the authenticity of the book of mormon

313
353

america

in december 1899 he

proposed this plan to george Q cannon and joseph F smith counselors in the first

presidency to lorenzo snow after receiving permission to conduct the expedition cluff
began to select men to accompany him on this brigham young academy project

354
9354

cluff searched for individuals who had skills that would prove conducive to his
grand expedition when contemplating about who could serve as the official

photographer and artist of the trip fairbanks came to

cluff s mind although fairbanks

felt intrigued with the thought of this book of mormon expedition he did not want to
leave his children fatherless as well as motherless

cluff s request

355

uncertain if he should accept

he approached the president of the church

lorenzo snow and

now known as brigham young university was organized by brigham
young in 1875 with a deed of trust ernest L wilkinson and W cleon skousen brigham
young university A school of destiny provo utah brigham young university press 1976
sity the first one hundred years vol 1
Univer
ix ernest L wilkinson ed brigham young university
universia
universit
3352

this institution

provo utah brigham young university press 1975
351
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ibid 289

354

ibid 291
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355

florence fairbanks

211

the life of john B fairbanks

129
3 56
complicated
following careful reflection
his
circumstances to him
explained

president snow informed fairbanks that he should consider this expedition a mission
call upon hearing this fairbanks knew that he must overcome difficulties and accept
the appointment

after learning that their father would be leaving for a third mission the fairbanks
children agreed to cooperate so he could fulfill his duties

leo vernon and ervon

informed him that they would provide financial support for the family while nettie
served as the homemaker they carefully planned for this change in their lifestyle so
when their father departed they had adequately prepared both individually and
collectively

although a small amount of funding had been donated to help cluff purchase
supplies for the expedition the men involved had to provide most items themselves such
as two horses guns and ammunition sleeping gear cooking utensils and other personal

items

317
311
357

on 7 april

members apart

358

1900 john W

taylor and francis M lyman set the expedition

shortly thereafter president lorenzo snow reminded them of the fact

that they were participating in a great adventure which had become a church mission and
that their conduct should always be that expected of missionaries

35
356

florence fairbanks
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the prophet had told fairbanks privately

359

following a farewell party held on

17

april 1900 the expedition members

departed from their homes and were greeted by a grand parade being held in their honor
30 anxious to bid her father farewell nettie followed the group
throughout utah county 360

as far as spanish

fork with her baby brother avard at the dance fairbanks tenderly

took his youngest child to his tent and lulled him to sleep

3361

this incident reinforced the

difficulty of this departure in fairbanks mind and heart yet even though he longed to
remain home with his children he felt he had to heed the advice of his church leaders
to embark on another artistic adventure he relied on the faith and

thus while preparing

experiences he had gained from his former two missions to sustain him

by 5 may 1900 the expedition members left utah and entered arizona for a
canab for a week of painting and
short time however john fairbanks remained in kanab
photography work

312
362

As the group continued to travel many of the participants became

unruly and disobedient

313
363

cluffs

bluffs desire to
ofcluffs
furthermore it became apparent that part of

be in central america was his relationship with florence reynolds a woman who taught

eugene L roberts and mrs eldon
359eugene
359

reed cluff benjamin cluff jr

typescript

biography perry special collections 14
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the life of john B fairbanks
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1

294

77
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at juarez

academy in the mormon colonies

manifesto

364

although the polygamy

which had ended the mormon practice of plural marriage

had been issued

in 1890 several individuals believed this revelation applied only to the united states and

that plurals marriages were still sanctioned by the church if performed elsewhere

365

acting under this incorrect interpretation cluff married reynolds as his third wife

366

upon reaching the city of
ofnogales
nogales the group learned they had to provide a cash
Mexican American border while waiting
bond of 2367 to customs officials to pass the mexicanamerican
ive and lazy since fairbanks felt disgusted with the
argumentive
they became overly argument

prevailing attitude of the group one individual recalls that he spoke of the punishment

of the israelites when they were led out of bondage by moses

he also spoke of zions

camp which was led by the prophet joseph smith and the plague sent upon them for their
want of unity and fault finding

367

such a comment reflects fairbanks determination to

fulfill his mission as directed by his leaders

at one point heber J grant visited and observed

the company after returning to

utah in meeting with the first presidency and the twelve apostles he seriously
suggested that the expedition be disbanded because of the lack of experience and

314
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after 1890 the church did not sanction plural marriages anywhere in 1904 joseph F

1

309

smith issued a second manifest to clarify this issue
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chester van buren diary 22 july 1900 perry special collections
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preparation of the participants

3688

later

cluffs

as the brethren learned of
bluffs relationship
ofcluffs

with reynolds they became angry with him and feared he had ulterior motives in
conducting the expedition

3699

george Q cannon who had previously supported the

journey then explained that if he had known what he had heard today before cluff left
30
he certainly would have opposed the expedition 370

group should return

371
37

later president snow decided the

near I august 1900 president joseph F smith met with cluff
1

and proposed that he forgo his journey but cluff refused

37
372

the brethren eventually

decided that the expedition could continue but without official church sanction

373

they

later lost the support of brigham young academy as well

after learning that the brethren no longer supported the expedition cluff returned
to camp and according to fairbanks told the travelers that president smith had

informed him that the company was too large and must be reduced

374

cluff appears to

have limited his discussion of the reasons for limiting their numbers perhaps his lack of
explanation indicates why the group member continued to support him and began to feel
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journal history
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wilkinson brigham young university the first one hundred years vol
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journal history 9 august 1900
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john B fairbanks journal

19

july 1900

13

1
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august 1900 perry special collections
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rather blue

initially they may not have realized the complications associated with the

Breth rens decisions they merely thought it was a financial problem fairbanks journal
brethrens
entries support this conclusion his comments indicate a vague understanding of the
situation

this confusion

can be explained by his frequent absences from the group since

he often separated from them while searching for scenes to paint

suspicious of this change of plans walter wolfe explained
been told

376

1I

yet others were

fear the worst has not

he was aware of the time cluff spent with reynolds

president cluff continued to encourage the expedition members and asked them
to use their influence with the

lord

that we may still persue sic our journey

377

respecting his authority the men prayed although many of them were eager to return
home

318
378

later when president smith came to visit the group

number could continue

379

he decided that a small

fairbanks joseph adams paul hennings asa kienke walter

gelby chester van buren and walter wolfe were chosen to remain
magelby
magelky
tolton heber Ma
with cluff john B fairbanks was sustained as the second counselor of the group

380

president smith set him apart for this calling thus reinforcing his need to continue to
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john B fairbanks journal
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walter M wolfe journal
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august 1900 perry special collections

august 1900 walter M wolfe collection perry special
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john B fairbanks journal
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participate in the expedition

due to poor planning and a lack of adequate resources members of the cluff
expedition suffered extensively despite the illness deprivation loneliness and
starvation fairbanks endured while serving as a member of this group he continually
placed his focus on art and refused to allow his perceptions of the church to be colored
by the problems associated with the trip although his journal accounts are filled with
descriptions of the difficult situations he encountered he consistently noted when he

he took

created another picture thus making the most of a trying experience

photographs of ancient ruins sketched intriguing sites and painted beautiful scenes

eventually he separated from his associates believing his time could be better spent
painting in columbia than trudging through the jungles of central america
rode a steamship up the magdalena river

382

381
38

he later

As he observed the magnificent foliage of

I

his surroundings his artistic voice became evident on one occasion he explained 11I saw
no monotony after we struck the forests every foot of the way was different from the

other and yet quite as beautiful 1I never tired of looking at it and sketching as fast as 1I
could as the boat moved along

383183
383

when fairbanks decided to paint scenes along the magdalena river several
individuals informed him that he would be unable to discover images worthy of his

381
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john B fairbanks journal
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september 1901 perry special collections
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1

323
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canvas one gentleman even declared that monotony would be the only site to behold

384

but fairbanks believed otherwise As the boat gently sailed up the grand river he
showed incredible scenes to his skeptical friends who soon followed him around eager
to share little spots of beauty their then trained eyes had discovered

315
385

on this trip

fairbanks not only taught his acquaintances to appreciate their surroundings he also
created magnificent works that portrayed the scenic view in fact one of his most
acclaimed pictures

the jewellike
jewel like magdelena

fi g
river was painted on this trip fig

9

381
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As a member of the cluff expedition fairbanks had time to further refine his

photography sketching and painting skills perhaps the opportunity to paint directly in
nature was the greatest benefit of the expedition to fairbanks since it allowed him to
focus on new sites and to observe the simplistic beauty of his surroundings his skill
benefitted tremendously from this experience
in terms of achieving its objectives the cluff expedition failed contrary to their

plan the group did not discover book of mormon lands nor did it find the archaeological
evidence it had hoped to uncover hunger fatigue and disillusionment proved to be their
main achievement they returned home discouraged and overwhelmed examples of
specimen and extensive journal accounts being the only evidence of their labors

perhaps then the works fairbanks created in central america are one of the principal
successes of the cluff expedition although a scientific failure in many ways the trip

384

john B fairbanks biographies and papers perry special collections

385

john B fairbanks personal notes perry special collections

386

oman images of faith 53
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proved to be an artistic success while cluff did not expect art to become one of the
main achievements of the journey the pictures fairbanks painted of the magdelena river
and the photographs he took are some of the most noteworthy accomplishments of the

cluff expedition despite the discouragement and exhaustion fairbanks felt in central
america he succeeded as an artist his pictures may be one of the few aspects of the
benjamin cluff expedition worth remembering

387

igo1 john left central america on returning home he entered
by the end of 1901
190
awards room just after the little boy had rested his small eyes in sleep awakened by his
avards
fathers presence avard felt overjoyed to be reunited with him he later recalled the

feeling of being united again with parental affection and parental care

388

fairbanks too

united with his beloved family
felt overjoyed to be re
reunited

traveling east with hafen
not long after fairbanks returned from the arduous expedition to south america
hafen asked him to travel to the east coast with him where he hoped they could receive
recognition for some of their work
then ventured to new york

390

3899

the two men

temporarily stayed in chicago and

later they traveled to boston where they met with

sculptor cyrus E dallin who encouraged the two men in their efforts and introduced

317
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387

318
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318
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eugene fairbanks interview

3899

the two artists spent approximately

391
390

ds
dstreet
123 cstreet
street
conant 24 hafen and fairbanks roomed at a house located at 249 west 123rd
treet

five months in the east
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them to other noteworthy artists

391

in addition to painting pictures and meeting a variety of individuals involved in
the artistic community fairbanks and hafen viewed fine works in museums and art

shows thus gaining further knowledge of significant works and styles

for example

Barbizon painters as well as
barbazon
when writing to his wife hafen mentioned his interest in the barbizon
his enjoyment in attending an art exhibit of the society of american artists

391
392

such

comments reflect fairbanks and chafens
hafens determination to expose themselves to their
field while working in the east the two men worked to create paintings for exhibitions
and developed artistic ideas for future paintings

193
393
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hafen later explained

1I

feel that

already much good has come out of my presence out here 1I have accumulated a great
deal of material knowledge for future management and I1 am so arranging it so 1I can

communicate by writing with all important dealers also shippers and packers of artists
paintings

394

while working together fairbanks and hafen developed an even deeper
friendship on one occasion hafen explained to his wife
you and

john and 1I are something like

olive when we get together we talk till we see stars we can hardly get any

391

conant 25

392

john hafen to thora hafen 14 june 1902 perry special collections

john hafen to thora hafen 26 february 1902 perry special collections john hafen
to thora hafen 8 march 1902 perry special collections
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394
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john hafen to thora hafen

8

march 1902 perry special collections
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sleep

395

As colleagues the two men shared similar circumstances and thus they

understood one an others feelings dreams and burdens furthermore since they shared a
deep passion for art they enjoyed discussing the sites and paintings they observed in
addition to common interests the two friends shared a similar faith in god
and read from the scriptures together each morning and evening

they prayed

391
396

unacquainted with culinary skills fairbanks and hafen also encountered several
humorous experiences as they traveled together in one letter hafen explained to his
wife 1 I do not know of anything that increases in bulk as much as rice does by cooking
I1

had to hand out every dish and empty can we had about us to correll sic the swelling

stuff

1I

wondered if it was going to fill the room before it got through 1I guess johnny

can elaborate on this a little when he came home he saw rice everywhere he looked

397
391
397

when hafen invited fairbanks to travel east with him both men struggled
financially aware of the need to become acquainted with those involved in professional
art and determined to have their own works placed in the public eye hafen again

included his friend in his plans although discouraged himself he always took the time
to assist and encourage fairbanks and selflessly led him down the path of professional
art hoping the two of them could ultimately achieve public recognition together they

hafens support
embraced opportunities in an effort to succeed in their field once again chafens
encouraged fairbanks to follow his dreams

395
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farm in canada
when fairbanks returned home from the east he continued to paint but
eventually became overwhelmed with discouragement As in his days in paris he feared
he could never obtain success in desparation
desp aration he purchased one hundred sixty acres of
disparation

land in raymond canada in 1904 and left his artistic passions behind

398

but such a

decision did not remain permanent for fairbanks could not stifle his passion for art

fairbanks hoped that if he did well as a wheat farmer he could resume his artistic
activities and eliminate his financial burdens yet two years of crop failure resulted and
financial stability eluded him once again during this time in canada he contracted an
illness while recovering he had a life changing dream in which he saw himself creating
magnificent oil paintings on waking from his slumber he interpreted this dream as an
omen that he should return to his former profession

399

after closing his affairs in

canada he returned to utah in 1916 and continued his career believing that he had been
inspired to persevere time would prove that this decision not only altered his personal
future as an artist it also had a profound impact on how he advanced awards
avards artistic
opportunities
in salt

lake john and J leo fairbanks shared a studio and once again john

fully embraced art shortly after recommencing his career he developed a plan by which
he hoped he could actively pursue his artistic dreams certain that utahns
utahna needed to

receive more exposure to artistic masterpieces he approached different civic and

391
398

john hafen to thora hafen

399 eugene
399eugene
eurene fairbanks interview

15

april 1904 perry special collections
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educational institutions and proposed a plan when speaking to officials he agreed to
accept commissions to copy famous works in the metropolitan museum of art these
paintings could then be placed in schools so children could become acquainted with the
five individuals agreed to support
works of famous painters approximately twenty
twentyfive

fairbanks plan and promised to pay in monthly installments for these paintings

400

receiving a substantial amount of support for his artistic plan fairbanks quickly
prepared for his return trip to the east in 1909 earnestly hoping that this opportunity
would prove beneficial to himself as well as to the furthering of art in utah he embraced
his goal with enthusiasm and eager anticipation

at this point

his artistic focus returned

and his former optimistic attitude again enveloped his very nature hoping for success

fairbanks fervently prayed that this experience would alter the course of his career

although disappointment eventually struck the trip proved to be more a success than a
failure

new york city
shortly after fairbanks arrival in new york his son claude received a mission
call to serve in the eastern united states since he had wanted avard to join him in new

york the family decided that the young boy should accompany claude on his journey
east then he could stay with his father on awards
avards arrival in the spring of 1910 father
and son rejoiced at their opportunities

each day as fairbanks painted in the metropolitan museum of art he became
concerned that avard had little diversity to occupy his mind and knowing of his sons
4 00

eugene fairbanks interview
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skill he suggested that he should consider copying pieces of sculpture enthralled by the

idea avard quickly agreed to follow his fathers advice in an earnest effort to facilitate
the young mans talent fairbanks approached the director of the museum and asked if his
son could produce copies of several significant works initially the gentleman refused

because avard had barely entered his teenage years but fairbanks did not accept his
response finally in desperation avard recalled his father exclaimed
401
copying why not401
not 41
not41

the man insisted

if he can do the

that they needed to receive the approval of several

artists before he could agree to the proposal upon which fairbanks informed him that as
an artist he believed the boy should be given the chance to prove his ability

the director

eventually agreed but warned fairbanks that his son would be dismissed if he proved
401
incapable of the work 402

As

avard began to sculpt some of fairbanks focus shifted from his own work

and he began to teach and train his young son to become the artist he had always hoped to
be

he believed that if avard had the opportunity

to pursue avenues that had proven

impossible for him to follow he could attain a level of success that his father had been
unable to reach a success that he believed his son could and should achieve

403

fairbanks immediately purchased the appropriate materials so his son could begin

401
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his work

and avard excelled As the museum director witnessed his astounding ability

he apologized for his initial response over time those exposed to awards
avards work

commented on his advanced skill and several new york newspapers even wrote articles
on the young sculptor fairbanks felt great joy as he witnessed his

sons success

404

As fairbanks copied different works he continued to encourage his young son

who received a scholarship at the age of thirteen to study in the class of artist james earl

awards progress and aware of his future potential fairbanks devoted
fraser proud of avards
his energy to helping him fulfill his goals perhaps he even hoped his own artistic dreams

could be achieved through the work of his son

401
405

awards success fairbanks became discouraged as the most of those who
despite avards
had hired him to create copies quit paying for his work

little to sustain themselves
relationship with his son

at this point

father and son had

but despite financial limitations he developed a very close

he not only encouraged him to sculpt

he also discussed

important artistic concepts with him thus using their time in the east to train his most
earnest pupil through artistic eyes he saw what others failed to notice and dreamed when
others wallowed in discouragement

even though fairbanks experienced limitations he had the aspiration to become
what he knew he could be besides his own persistence he had the support of church
leaders who encouraged him to refine his skills on one occasion president joseph F

404

ibid

405

ibid
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smith wrote him saying

but we wish you to know that we fully appreciate the struggle one has to make in
the line of art and succeed therein while at the same time he is obliged to earn a
livelihood it is wonderful however what honest and persistent work will
accomplish in time and it will be for you and your sons to nail the colors to the
mast so to speak trusting in the lord and your own good works to enable you to
401
406
achieve the success you are striving for

notwithstanding the time fairbanks spent creating copies of renowned works of
art he also had an overwhelming desire to produce original works

yet he quickly

discovered that such a goal proved financially impossible adequate remuneration
seemed to come only when he produced copies notwithstanding such discouragement
he continued to create many paintings especially during the summers when avard and he
spent time in new jersey visiting with distant family members during this time

fairbanks sketched scenes in the countryside and then devoted the winter months to
completing these works

just as fairbanks had hoped to achieve artistic success as an art student in paris
he fervently hoped to receive public recognition as a professional artist with the works he

produced after returning home from the art mission in new york he embraced his
dream again and thus his longing to create great masterpieces returned but beyond his
hopes for his own achievements he was a loyal idealist for the people of the west

particularly those of the latter day saint faith he hoped that through his ambitions and
his interest he would be one of the builders of an outstanding cultural influence in

utah

joseph F smith to john B fairbanks 30 january 1911 john B fairbanks papers and
biographies 1891 1937 perry special collections
401
406
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that would go down in history

uncertain about the results of his own career in the

future fairbanks attempted to impress his idealism on his son

408

As fairbanks continued painting in new york he developed the desire to return
to europe to enhance his own skills and to allow

avard to further develop his sculpting

abilities although too young to understand the sacrifices his father made to enable the
success of his son avard later explained

this is rather sacred

to me but time after time in prayers at night before repairing to
bed my father would ask of our heavenly father to help us become great artists that
we may be an influence for an advancement of our people this was a very fervent
prayer and of course it was his hope and his endeavor he had now dedicated his
life to his art and he was looking forward to my dedication of my abilities to the
same purpose he was anxious for me to have the very best in training from the

very best sources possible

419
409
401
411

after returning to utah the fairbanks sought ways to earn money so europen
study could become a possibility while pursuing this goal they devoted much time to
creating works in their studio the old social hall located on state street between south

temple and first south in salt

lake

410

return to paris
fairbanks desire to return to europe remained strong but once again he lacked

407

eugene fairbanks interview
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eugene fairbanks interview

409
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410

this building

had a large spacious auditorium a stage with a slanting floor rooms
beneath the stage and a large basement room 1I converted part of the basement into my casting
shop the dressing rooms which had been used for actors and actresses we converted into a
photographic dark room and the large spacious auditorium was used for an exhibition gallery
eugene fairbanks interview
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finances following two years of monetary failure he feared they could not study in

europe despite these fears fairbanks still felt impressed to pursue this goal following
careful reflection and sincere prayer he approached church authorities and requested
advance credit on artwork to help finance european study

to his great joy

they

75.00
enthusiastically supported to this idea and allowed him 7500
7500 per month to help sustain
him throughout his affairs

411

once again the actions of the church displayed its interest

in art and its determination to encourage substantial artistic works

yet despite this

monetary assistance the fairbanks still lacked sufficient funds to take this important trip

avard soon solved this problem however after developing a clever plan

411
412

while searching for a solution to the financial situation avard recalled the fable
of antonio canova a ten year old italian boy who sculpted a lion out of butter a creation
that made it possible for him to pursue a career as a sculptor with time canova became
one of the most renowned italian sculptors inspired by the thoughts of this story the

young man approached jensen creamery company with a proposal during his
interview he shared the story of canova and informed the manager that he could model a

companas
comp anys products
lion in butter for the approaching state fair to help promote the companys
fascinated by the idea the president agreed to hire him since this masterpiece attracted
a substantial crowd avard earned most of the money they needed to travel to paris

thus on 22 january

1914 joseph F smith

41
411

eugene fairbanks interview
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41
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anthon H lund george albert smith and
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seymour B young gave john B and avard fairbanks a special blessing as they left for
411
europe to further pursue studies in art 414

fairbanks anticipating his return to paris felt intense gratitude at the thought of
his young son receiving the opportunity to study there while so young

at the time

avard was nineteen years younger than fairbanks had been when he first entered art
training in paris and the father knew that such an opportunity would prove fruitful

he

longed for his son to achieve his full potential and hoped to be able to enhance his own
skills as he resumed his personal studies

on their way to paris in 1914 john and avard fairbanks traveled to boston and
while in massachussetts visited the fairbanks homestead in dedham

41
415

from boston they

cymeric
sailed to liverpool on the ship Cy
meric As they arrived in paris they met with virgil
cameric

hafen son of john hafen who helped them settle in the city immediately the younger
Nati onale des beaux arts and suggested that avard study
nationals
hafen took them to the ecole nationale

under famous sculptor jean antoine Injalbert 1845 1933

following avards
awards

introduction to this exceptional institution they traveled to the academic julian so john

fairbanks could visit his former school

while john fairbanks studied privately avard worked under the direction of his
professor until the beginning of summer vacation then throughout the summer season
ie doubs near the swiss
father and son stayed in a small town called saint hypolyte sur le

border john painted pastoral scenes in the nearby countryside while avard studied the

414

james edward talmage journal 22 january 1914 perry special collections

415

john later painted scenes of this home
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french language
As world

war I1 began the fairbanks had to alter their educational plans while

assassination of archduke ferdinand of
residing in the countryside they learned of the assasination

austria As the government called men into miliary service and political conditions
became increasingly unstable fairbanks decided that they needed to return home

achieving such a goal proved difficult because father and son were constantly mistaken
for spies after catching the last train west from paris john and avard fairbanks left on
a ship from

liverpool a few days later when they arrived in new york they only had

fifteen cents left J

leo telegraphed

some money to them and they returned home

416
411

although shortened because of the war the trip to paris had a profound impact on
the fairbanks while there john fairbanks not only reacquainted himself with
professional artists and painted in the french countryside he also had the privilege to
witness his son excel in his endeavors studying at the ecole
tcole des beaux arts an
institution where it was difficult to gain acceptance was a magnificent achievement
especially for one so young fairbanks felt overjoyed as he witnessed his son make such
impressive advancements he also gained more confidence and saw the passion he felt for
his own work enhanced in paris fairbanks recalled why he was an artist

later art
in february 1917 the impression came to fairbanks that he needed to paint scenes

from

zions canyon

417

he left for his destination on

10

may staying in the home of

4 16

avard fairbanks collection perry special collections

417

kirk fairbanks family in the west 238
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oliver D gifford after a short courtship with giffords daughter florence the couple
was married in the salt lake temple on 21 september 1917 by joseph F smith

41
4188

the

fairbanks spent the first winter of their marriage in southern utah while john painted
murals in the world room of the st george temple and their summer in
while fairbanks painted scenes from there

arizona temple

4199

zions canyon

he also painted murals in the mesa

410
420

the family

later moved to springdale
Sp
utah for several years because florences
ringdale

421
an
had
and
had
for
care
to
invalid
they
become
her
mother
while living there

fairbanks continued to paint scenes of
ofzions
zions canyon one of his works from this period
is known as

the great white throne on moving back to their home in salt lake city

fairbanks had a beautiful studio built where he could spend his time painting

lili
iiii

422

1I 1
I 1I whitlock avenue
raised their five children and one niece at their home at 1I1111

on 3 september

this

same year the church asked J

418

ibid

419

ibid

420

1933 fairbanks was called as patriarch424
patriarch 424 of the

leo and avard

kirk fairbanks family in the west 240

422

kirk 241

423

kirk fairbanks family in the west 241

424

423

granite stake

to create the mormon display for the

artists rites being planned the deseret news

42
421

they

17

june 1940

patriarchs also known as evangelists hold an ordained office in the melchizedek
priesthood of the church patriarchs give blessings to members of the church which provide
spiritual direction and reveal an individuals lineage in the house of israel
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columbian exposition in chicago john also participated in this project they were
asked to tell the story of mormonism through art the display was located in the hall of

religion

42
425

avard sculpted

J

leo created stained

glass windows and john painted

scenes depicting events such as the pioneers entering the salt lake valley the beginning

of irrigation in utah encampment on the plains and the first winter in the salt lake

valley

426

such an opportunity allowed john to place his faith on canvas for the

remainder of his life fairbanks continued to paint after suffering from prostate cancer
and kidney stone he passed away on 15 june 1940 from recurring kidney stones

conclusion
several portraits of john B fairbanks exist thus providing individuals with a
knowledge of his exterior appearance although his warm gentle friendly eyes captured
in these pictures imply much about his selfless nature they do not completely explain

who he was and how he developed as an artist naturally an interior portrait or

biography of fairbanks life is necessary for one seeking to understand the landscape of

by considering more than the profile of this early utah artist one can

his past

understand the attributes that made him who he was and the processes that prepared him
to work in his chosen field when this occurs one can see that fairbanks accomplished
more than sketching and painting he also encouraged his sons to develop personal

legacies

more than talent fairbanks had determination and an overwhelming desire to

425

426

century of progress exposition 1933
ibid

chicago northern states mission 1933

1
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please his creator even when difficult circumstance arose he embraced his career and

contributed to the artistic environment of utah and the church because of his strong
faith and endless optimism many of his subjects display his appreciation for divine

creations and a love for his latter day saint heritage A pictorial historian and

theologian he shared the past and his beliefs on canvas
perhaps fairbanks determination to educate others became his greatest
contribution to the world of art quietly and simply he sought to further art education in

utah and thus he has been all but forgotten

to fairbanks

prestige was secondary

rather than seeking personal gain he focused on exposing those interested in art to great
works and encouraging individuals hoping to pursue an art career to follow their hearts

fairbanks fulfilled the promises he made as an art missionary he held the paris

art mission

most sacred and believed he had the duty to educate others and to contribute

to the aesthetic environment of utah and the church

he not only trained artists in the

classroom he also taught his sons to become exceptional artists certainly the legacy of

fairbanks has lived on through his successors
fairbanks gave his soul as an artist so others could become what he always hoped
to be

he shared

his training and encouraged other artists to seek further knowledge and

understanding he hoped his efforts would impact others and they did john B

fairbanks career as an artist made a difference

427

robert frost the road not taken

417
427
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APPENDIX A

28

april

1817

john boylston fairbanks born in queensbury washington county new york to
joseph and polly white fairbanks

spring 1820
joseph smiths first vision
11

july 1822

compton
Pompton bergen county new jersey
sarah van wagoner born at pompton

1839

nauvoo became the gathering center and headquarters of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints
Os 1850s
SOs
1840s
bizon movement
barbazon
Bar
barbizon

16

march 1843

john boylston fairbanks baptized a member of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints by elder john leach

4

february

1844

van wagoner family baptized members of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints
27

june 1844
death of the prophet joseph smith

31

august 1844
john boylston fairbanks married sarah van wagoner john leach performed the
ceremony

27 september 1844
fairbankss
ss leave meads basin new jersey for nauvoo illinois
Fairbank

1

november 1844
john boylston and sarah fairbanks arrive in nauvoo
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1844 1845

john boylston fairbanks worked on the nauvoo temple as a stonecutter
10

december 1845
john boylston and sarah fairbanks received their endowments in the nauvoo

temple
1

january

1846
the first marriage sealing performed in the nauvoo temple

23 january 1846
john boylston and sarah fairbanks sealed in the nauvoo temple
25

april 1846
the fairbanks

family traveled to winter quarters nebraska from nauvoo

Bli
nols in the general exodus
illinois
nil nois
nii

27 november 1846

sarah fairbanks gave birth to daughter harriet in winter quarters nebraska
4

december 1846
sarah fairbankss
ss father halmagh john van wagoner passed away in winter
Fairbank
quarters nebraska

26 february 1847

joseph fairbanks father of john boylston fairbanks passed away at winter
quarters nebraska
1847

sarah fairbankss
ss mother mary van houten van wagoner passed away in
Fairbank
winter quarters nebraska
14

january

1847

brigham young receives the revelation now recorded in doctrine and covenants
136

spring 1847
general exodus of the mormon pioneers begins
17

june

1847

john boylston fairbanks chosen as captain of the fourth ten of the second fifty of
the third hundred willard snow being captain of the fifty and jedediah M grant
captain of the hundred
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17

june 1847

the fairbanks family leaves winter quarters nebraska

and resumes their

westward journey
6

october 1847
fairbanks family arrives in salt lake city

1847

fam ilys first home in the salt
A covered wagon serves as the fairbanks familys

lake

valley
22 february 1849
organized the first ward in salt lake john boylton served as ward
clerk and his brother david served as bishop

the church

1850

james pace was asked by brigham young to settle peteetneet
Peteet neet creek in utah
renamed the town pacen now payson in
valley in 1851 brigham young re
named
honor of james pace payson is sixty six miles south of salt lake city the
Peteet neet
creek near which the town is located is named in honor of indian chief peteetneet
1851

the fairbanks

family move to payson

1851

Pond town
fairbanks family and others resettled three miles east of payson in pondtown
now salem
6

april 1853
cornerstones laid for the salt lake temple

1853

Timpano gots utes lived in salem after experiencing problems
the timpanogots

with the
native americans settlers in pond town including the fairbanks family moved
back to payson
1853

the walker war began
1853 1856

john boylston fairbanks served on the city council in payson
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march 1855

5

john boylston fairbanks called to serve as the second counselor to bishop
hancock in payson utah
27 december 1855

birth of john B fairbanks he was the sixth child and fourth son of john boylston
and sarah fairbanks
1855 1859

home in payson was built sometime between these years
although the exact construction date is not known the date given by the utah
register of historic and cultural sites is 1856 to 1862

the fairbanks

1857

the beginning of the albert sidney johnston

affair

1857

brigham young had the saints in the northern counties move south
24

february 1857
lillie annetta huish

born in

st louis missouri

to

walter H huish and ann

smith huish
15

february

1862

john boylston fairbanks called to serve as the bishop in payson
1862

fairbanks began school
1862

fairbanks contracted typhoid fever and was forced to withdraw from school
1863

fairbanks got an awl in his knee which led to an infection he had to withdraw
from school another year
1862 1863

while too ill to attend school fairbanks developed a greater interest in art his
mom taught him to grease paper so he could trace images
1863
in 1863 artists formed the deseret academy of arts it was the first art school in
the western united states dan weggeland george ottinger and john tullidge
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taught drawing and painting but the academy only lasted ten months
1868

rudolphe julian founded the academic julian
september 1868
school of the prophets organized in the fairbanks home
19

november 1869
john boylston fairbanks called on a mission to the eastern united states

1870s

americans increasingly began to seek art training in europe
1870

10

maesers
Mae sers twentieth ward academy
john hafen began to study art in karl G maeyers

april

1870

john boylston fairbanks returns from his mission to the eastern united states

1870s

john hafen was in payson and became friends with john fairbanks fairbanks
would watch hafen paint
1870s

hafen worked for photographer charles R savage
1870s

lorus pratt studied art in england
20 april 1871

john boylston served a mission in great britain

1871

joseph smith tanner appointed bishop of payson
1873

john hafen first came to public notice
1874

the term impressionism

was coined it came from an 1874 work by claude

monet entitled impression sunrise
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1874
A group of young artists defied the official salon in paris and organized an
exhibition of their own
14

may 1875
john boylston died of pneumonia

1875

fairbanks added initial B to his name at the request of his mother

october 1875
brigham young officially organized the southern states mission in general
conference
1875

fairbanks met john hafen
1877

fairbanks painted european castle his first oil painting
fairbanks served as the president of young mens mutual improvement
association
fairbanks attends school he is very concerned with spelling correctly
fairbanks is asked to record patriarchal blessings for brother young
1877

completion and dedication of the st george temple
10

february

1877

john B fairbanks received patriarchal blessing from zebedee coltron
26

february

1877

john B fairbanks was appointed editor of the philomathean
Philom athean society
24

july 1877
john B fairbanks was married to lillie huish in the home of bishop john tanner

october 1877
after harvest john and lillie took the two week trip to the st george temple
covered wagon with three other couples to be sealed in the temple

in a
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30

april
J

1878

leo fairbanks

the first child of john and lillie fairbanks was born

1888
1878
18781888

john henry morgan appointed the mission president of the southern states
mission
27 july 1880

lillie annetta nettie fairbanks was born
1880s

society of utah artists initially formed
1881

Dan
quart weggeland painted in the logan temple he also did some work in the
danquart
janquart
st george temple in 1881
1881

october

1881

fairbanks called to southern states mission in general conference
1881

fairbanks canvassed copies of the book women of the frontier to help provide
for his family while he served his mission
10

october 1881

fairbanks set apart as a missionary by wilford woodruff moses thatcher and
tic
ile ni states
son lle
sou
lorenzo snow he left for the sowlicni
t

1881
1883
18811883

fairbanks served in the southern states mission
14

november 1881
vernon walter fairbanks son of john and lillie was born

1881

salt lake art association formed
1880s

fairbanks begins to work as an artist
1882

edmunds act passed by the united states congress
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1883

fairbanks returned from his mission to the southern states
4

september 1883
fairbanks released from his mission

26 september 1883
fairbanks arrives home in provo from mission
1883

dan weggeland and william armitage painted in the logan temple
1883 1884

fairbanks painted furniture for his brother in law for 21 a month
fairbanks worked as a clerk in mr hancocks store for 40 a month he gave his
job to crippled man with a large family
1884

hafen and fairbanks went sketching in the late summer and autumn of 1884 in
and around ogden and logan while thus sojourning they took photographs of
scenery and people and later enlarged them into paintings
1884

Spring villes portrait photographer
fairbanks worked as a photo enlarger for springvilles
george edward anderson
1884

completion and dedication of the logan temple
9

november 1884
birth of ervon huish fairbanks son of john and lillie fairbanks

26

february

1886

birth of leroy smith fairbanks son of john and lillie fairbanks

may 1886
in may 1886 a crayon portrait by fairbanks of george Q cannon was said to
possess genuine merit
1887

edmunds tucker act passed by the congress of the united states
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march 1887

heber J grant in crayon was called an
ofheber
in march 1887 fairbankss
ss portrait of
Fairbank
excellent likeness the best we have examined of the handiwork of the artist

29 september 1887

birth of ortho lane fairbanks son of john and lillie fairbanks

september 1888
james taylor harwood cyrus E dallin and john willard clawson arrived in
paris to study at the academic julian
1888

william C morris did work in the manti temple in 1888 and dan weggeland and
CCA christensen produced murals there in the same period
1888

completion and dedication of manti temple
1889

during the early spring fairbanks hustled newspapers to earn money
12

june 1889
birth of claude loraine fairbanks son of john and lillie fairbanks

1890

wilford woodruff announces the manifesto which ends the practice of plural
marriage
1890

american club formed at the academic julian
Apri lMay
aprilmay

1890

john hafen fairbanks and lorus pratt prayed on ensign peak about the paris art
mission

3

june

1890

hafen pratt and fairbanks were set apart as official missionaries for the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints by apostles anthon H lund and heber J
grant as well as seymour B young of the first counsel of the seventy
12

july 1890

the paris art missionaries arrived

in liverpool
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24

25

july

1890
the paris

art missionaries

arrived in paris

july 1890

the art missionaries

met with utah artist

CE dallin

december 1890

the art missionaries

had christmas dinner with the american club in paris

december 1890
edwin evans arrived in paris as member of the paris art mission
1890
1900
18901900

more than 6000 missionaries left the intermountain
inter mountain west to preach throughout
the world
1891

herman haag joined the art missionaries in paris

spring

1891

concours
cours
each of the art missionaries try to get picture accepted in the con
concouris

fairbankss
ss works were not accepted
Fairbank
summer 1891
Chil leurs met mr adolph schultz who
fairbanks studied in the village of chilleurs

critiqued his work for him
17

august

1891

john hafen arrived back in salt lake city
6

april

april

1892
the capstone was placed on the salt

lake temple

1892

received a letter from hafen informing them of the
approaching completion of the salt lake temple and encouraging them to think
about the work

the art missionaries

spring 1892
temple plans
11

may 1892
springdale
birth of florence gifford in Sp
ringdale utah to oliver demill and alice virginia
allred gifford
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summer 1892
john B fairbanks painted with artist albert gabriel rigolot
rigoulot in the french
countryside
27 july 1892

john fairbanks sends his last letter from paris
November 1892
October
octobernovember
john hafen begins working on the salt lake temple murals
1892

by the end of the year all of the art missionaries had returned to utah from paris

january

1893

hafen evans weggeland fairbanks and pratt submitted plans for the salt lake
temple murals
12

january

1893
the temple artists met with president wilford woodruff in the temple and
discussed painting president woodruff greed to pay them 300 a month

1893

economic depression in the united states affected utah citizens
6

april

1893

dedication of the salt lake temple
1893

society of utah artists reestablished with edwin evans as president john hafen
as vice president herman haag as secretary john clawson as treasurer and
james harwood as custodian other charter members included john fairbanks
and lorus pratt
13

14

january 1894
birth of lamar raymond fairbanks

son of john and

lillie fairbanks

january 1894
rigoulot fairbanks son of john and lillie fairbanks
birth of delamar rigolot
death of lamar raymond fairbanks

1895

society of utah artists formally reorganized
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9

september 1895
birth and death of alma clyde fairbanks son of john and lillie fairbanks

1896

utah

1h
ah
45th
as
45
state by congress
accepted the

1896

fairbanks family rented out their home in payson and moved to provo so nettie
could attend brigham young academy
1896

fairbanks opened a photography studio called fairbanks art studio at union
block in provo utah
2

march 1897
birth of avard tennyson fairbanks last child of john and lillie fairbanks

1898

sarah fairbanks passed away
8

may 1898
death of lillie huish fairbanks after sustaining injuries from a fall

november 1898
john B and J leo fairbanks opened a two week exhibition of their paintings in
provo
1898

john moved to ogden utah after being appointed the supervisor of art in their
public schools
1899

horne
the utah state legislature created the utah art institute alice merrill home

july 1899
fairbanks appointed to the board of the newly created utah art institute

august 1899
fairbanks was appointed to teach in the LDS college in salt lake city
17

april

1900

fairbanks left as a member of the benjamin cluff expedition to central america
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december 1901
fairbanks returned home from the benjamin cluff expedition
1902

fairbanks and hafen traveled in the eastern united states
1905

fairbanks moved to the province of alberta canada to farm on a 250 acre
homestead

he had a dream that he needed to return

to his art work

1909

fairbanks went to copy paintings in new york
1910

avard fairbanks joined his father in new york
1911

the church
fall

opened a mission in paris france

1913

john and avard fairbanks left to study art in europe avard was admitted as a
onale des beaux arts
nationale
student at the decole
nationals
fecole
itcole Nati

august 1914
world war 1I broke out while john and avard fairbanks were in europe

february

1917

fairbanks traveled to zions canyon to do some paintings
21

september 1917
fairbanks married florence gifford with president joseph F smith officiating

winter

1917 1918
fairbanks painted the world

room in the st george temple

summer 1918
fairbanks painted in zions canyon

15

october 1919
birth of florence annetta fairbanks daughter of john and florence fairbanks
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13

november 1920
birth of merwin gifford fairbanks son of john and florence fairbanks

29 march 1922

birth of john B fairbanks jr son of john and florence fairbanks
2

november 1924
birth of oliver kendall fairbanks son of john and florence fairbanks

1926

the fairbanks

family moved to Sp ringdale utah they lived there for five years

19 june 1927

birth of farrall D fairbanks son of john and lillie fairbanks
1928

the fairbanks

whitlock avenue
1933

columbian exposition in chicago
3 september 1933
fairbanks became an LDS church patriarch of the granite stake
16

june

iiii
illi

1I I1 1I
family moved back to their home in salt lake city located at I11111

1940

fairbanks passed away at the age of 84
20 june 1952

florence gifford fairbanks passed away
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john B fairbanks european castle 1877 oil on canvas
fairbanks family collection

fig

2

17 x 23
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john B Fairbank
rigoulot
Rigo lot meadow of trees circa 1892
sAlbert gabriel rigolot
fairbanksalbert
oil on canvas fairbanks family collection

fig

3

167

Chev reuse oil on canvas
rigoulot
sumnler in the vale of
chevreuse
Rigo lot summer
fig 4 albert gabriel rigolot
ofchevreuse

Springville museum of art
springville
spnngville
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john B fairbanks aspen grove 1916 oil on canvas 30
brigham young university museum of fine arts provo utah

fig

5

x 24

18
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john B fairbanks backyard in france 1892 oil on canvas 28 x 22
fairbanks family collection

fig

6

170

fig
21

john B fairbanks grain stacks in france circa 1890 oil on canvas
14 brigham young university museum of fine arts provo utah
7

15

x

171

john B fairbanks harvesting in utah valley undated oil on canvas 34
38 brigham young university museum of fine arts provo utah

fig

8

x
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fig

9

john B fairbanks fairbanks home 1933 fairbanks family collection
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vs

john B fairbanks magadalena river circa igo
1901
1901 oil on canvas museum
of church history and art salt lake city utah

fig

10
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Spring ville museum of art
photograph of john B fairbanks circa 1885 springville
springville
Spring ville utah

fig

I1111I
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1881 florence fairbanks cope
southern states mission certificate 1881
spanish fork utah

fig

12
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fig 13 paris art mission certificate 1890 florence fairbanks cope spanish
fork utah
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american artists taken at the american club in paris circa 1890
springville
Spring ville museum of art
john fairbanks is on the far right in the row seated on chairs

fig

14

178

cimma 1890 florence fairbanks cope
students at the academic julian circa
spanish fork utah
john B fairbanks is located at the bottom third from the right second row up

fig

15

179

fig

16 photograph

spanish fork utah

of john B fairbanks art studio florence fairbanks cope
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